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This paper is part of a series [S, 131 devoted to the study of a class G of 
irreducible perverse sheaves (called character sheaves) on a connected 
reductive algebraic group G. (The numbering of chapters, sections, and 
references will continue that of [S, 131.) 
This paper is a step towards the classification of character sheaves on G. 
One of the main results is the following one: under certain assumptions, 
there is a natural surjective map with finite fibers from G to the set of all 
pairs (9, c) (up to conjugacy by the Weyl group), where 9 is a tame local 
system on the maximal torus and c is a “two-sided cell’ in the stabilizer W:’ 
of 9 in the Weyl group. The assumptions made on G are 
(a) G is clean (see (13.9.2)); 
(b) for any 2, the pair (G, 2) satisfies the parity condition (15.13). 
These assumptions are actually statements about cuspidal character 
sheaves and are trivially satisfied when G = GL,. In the general case, the 
assumptions will be verified (in good characteristic) in another paper in 
this series. 
The main results of this paper are rather similar to results in [6] 
(especially the disjointness theorem [6, 6.171). The proofs in the present 
case must proceed in a quite different way, although towards the end the 
two proofs become almost identical. 
The following convention will be used in this paper: From 12.2 to 14.14 
the ground field k will be assumed to be Fq. Several results in these sections 
are valid for arbitrary k; they can be reduced, by general principles, to the 
case Fq. We shall mark such results by a (*). In the other sections, k is 
arbitrary (algebraically closed). 
* Supported in part by the National Science Foundation. 
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11. SOME INVARIANTS OF CHARACTER SHEAVES 
11.1. In this chapter, k is any algebraically closed field. Let 
Y, Y E .Y’( T) (see (2.2). We have the following result. 
PROPOSITION 11.2. (a) If Y, 9’ are in the same W-orbit in Y(T) (see 
2.2), then the sets e,, G,, (see 2.10) coincide. 
(b) [f .YE W is such that 6p’= (x- ‘)* 6p then the map w --+xw.~~’ is 
an isomorphism W, Z, W”, (see 2.2) and for any MJE W” we have 
xi ( - 1)’ PH’( Kz) = C, ( - 1)’ “H’( K$:,- ,) (equality> in the Grothendieck 
group XC qf J4G; see 6.3). 
(c) If Y, Y’ are not in the same W-orbit in Y(T), then the sets 
Gy, G,. are disjoint. 
(d) The Verdier d&it?* D: ,XG + ./MC defines a bijection 
G,& y’+~. It takes cuspidul character sheaves to cuspidal character 
sheaves. 
Proof. To prove (a) and (b) we may assume that Y’ = s$6p where s0 is 
a simple reflection in W. 
If P”lP’, then (a) is obvious and (b) follows from 6.5. Assume now 
that 6p’# Y. Let s= (sl, So,..., s,) be a sequence in S such that 
S,S*“‘. r F E W’. Let s( 1) be the sequence (so, s,,, sl, So,..., s,) and let s(2) be 
the sequence (so, s, , s2 ,..., s,, so). From the results in 2.15, it follows that 
“H’(K&) = “H ‘- ‘(KF)( - 1) (using the fact that so+ W’) and from 2.19 it 
follows that PHi(Kzl,) = “H’(K$i,). It follows that PH’~ *(Kz)( - 1) = 
J’H’(K$,), so that G, c G,T.. (The reverse inclusion is proved in a 
similar way.) This argument implies also that 1 ( - l)“‘H’(KT) = 
C (- 1)’ “H’(K$,) in X(G). Using 6.5, this equality can be rewritten as 
C (- )i “H’(KT) = C ( - 1 )i “H’(K$,,,,,) where \1’ = s, s2.. s,. Thus, (a) and 
(b) are proved. 
We now prove (d). Let s = (s,, s?,..., s,) be a sequence in S such that 
.Y1S* “‘S,E w,. The Verdier dual of “H’(Ky) can be determined as follows: 
D( PH’(KT)) = PHpi(D(KF)) (see [l, 2.1.161) 
= “Hi ‘( D(YC,)! 2’) (see 2.8) 
= PHpi((5,)! 02) (since 71, is proper) 
= PHpi((71,)! (Y’))[2d] (where d = dim Y, ) 
(11.2.1) 
= PH*d- I 
t(4)! (F’)) 
= "H*d7x3. 
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The first statement in (d) follows from (11.2.1) and the definition 2.10. If 
A E G, is a cuspidal character sheaf, then DA is cuspidal in the sense of 
(7.1.1). (See the proof of 7.6.) Since DA is a character sheaf, it must also be 
cuspidal in the sense of 3.10 (see (7.1.6)), and (d) is proved. We now prove 
Cc). 
If G, and G,, are not disjoint then there exist two sequences 
s = @I, ~z,..., s,), s’ = (s;, s;,..., s:,) in S such that s,s~~..s,.E W&, 
s; s; ...s;rE WY, and an irreducible perverse sheaf A on G such that A is a 
direct summand of both PH’(Kz) and PH”(E:‘) for some i, i’. Then DA is a 
direct summand of PHi”(i?~~‘) f or some i” (see (11.2.1)). By (7.4.2), we 
have q(G, DA @A) # 0, hence HF(G, PHi”(xT-‘) @ PH’(KT’)) # 0. Since 
E:-‘, KT’ are semisimple (1.12, 2.17(a)) it follows that Hi(G, RT-‘@ 
KT’) # 0, for some j. 
Using the method in 2.13, 2.14, we see that, by replacing, if necessary, s, 
s’ by subsequences, we have H{( G, K,“-’ @ K$‘) # 0, for some j’. Using the 
method in 2.15, 2.16, we deduce that there exist WE wi’, W’E IV”, such 
that H<(G, Kf-’ 0 KS’) # 0, for some j”. It is therefore enough to prove 
the following result. 
LEMMA 11.3. If 9, 3’ are not in the same W-orbit then Hi,(G, Kz-’ @ 
K$‘) = 0 for all w  E W”, w’ E W”. and all integers i. 
Proof: An equivalent statement is (with the notations of 2.4) 
Hf( Y, x Y,,,, (3) q 9’) = 0 
G 
for all w  E Wlfpr w’ E lKP9 and all i. The variety 
Y, x Y,, 
G 
= ((g, B’, B”)~GxS?x33 ) (B’,gB’g-‘)EO(W), B”,gB”g-‘NW)) 
can be partitioned into finitely many locally closed pieces Z, (y E W); the 
piece Z, is defined by the condition (B’, B”) E O(y). It is then enough to 
show that 
Hf.(Z,,, (c?) EX 8’) = 0 (W, (11.3.1) 
for all YE W. (We denote the restriction of (9) q 8’ to a subvariety of 
Y, x G Y,. again by (p ) q 8’.) 
Let us map Z, (for fixed y E W) to the space 
R= ((~1, B”, B~~‘,P)E~x~~x~~xX 1 
(B’, B”) E O(y), (B”‘, B”) E U( y ), 
(B, B”‘) E 0( w  ), (B”, B”) E 0( w’) 1 
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by (g, B’, B”)H (B’, B”, gB’g-‘, gB”g- ‘). The Leray spectral sequence of 
the map Z, -+ R shows that (11.3.1) is a consequence of the following 
statement. 
Let 9,. be any libre of the map Z,, -+ R described above. Then 
JY:(+~,(F)X~‘)=O for all i. (11.3.2) 
Consider the tibre I/~ at (B’, B”, B”‘, B’“) = (x’ Bx; ‘, x2 Bx; ‘, x3 Bx, ‘, 
x,Bx;‘). Let g,EG be such that g,x’Bx;‘g;’ =x,Bx,‘, g,x,Bx,‘g; ’ = 
x4Bxq’. We can assume that x3 = g,x’, xq = g,x,. A point in $., is com- 
pletely determined by its g-component. Thus, we may identify 
Here xl, x2 are two fixed elements of G such that XI ‘x2 = BjB (3 E N(T) 
represents y). The map z-,: $: --f T defined by x; ‘go ‘gg,x, E t,.(g). U 
makes II/?, into an afline space bundle over T and one checks that the local 
system (E’) q ? on II/, is isomorphic to the inverse image under 5,, of 
the local system Y- * @ (y- ‘)* Y’ on T. Hence to prove (11.3.2) it is 
enough to prove that Hi(T,YP’@(y-‘)*Y’)=O for all i. By 
assumption, d;p and 2’ are in different W-orbits. It follows that 
Y, = 5? - ’ @ (y ~ ’ )* Y’ is a non-constant local system of rank 1 on T, 
which belongs to F(T) (see 2.2). We are reduced to proving the following 
statement. For any 2, EY(T), 2, non-constant, and any i we have 
Hr( T, 9’ ) = 0. This follows from ( 1.11.1) and the Kiinneth formula. This 
completes the proof of the lemma and hence that of Proposition 11.2. 
COROLLARY 11.4. There is well-defined map G + { W-orbits in Y(T) j 
given by attaching to A E C? the W-orbit of Y, where A E II?,. 
11.5. Let K be an H-equivariant perverse sheaf on the variety X, 
where H is a connected algebraic group (see 1.9). Let H, be a closed sub- 
group of H which acts trivially on X. Then we have a natural 
homomorphism H,/Hy -+ Aut(K). In the case where K is irreducible, the 
group Aut(K) is canonically isomorphic to QP:, hence we have a natural 
homomorphism y: HI/H: + QI*; note that each of the sheaves &“K is 
H-equivariant and that the induced action of HI/e on any stalk of Z’K is 
a multiple of the character y. 
11.6. We shall apply this in the case where H = G x T and H, = ZYG 
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(= centre of G), imbedded diagonally into G x T. We take X to be one of 
the varieties in the diagram (see 2.5, 2.6) 
T+ ps’,- Y, c=-+ F$+G (11.6.1) 
where s is a sequence (s,, s2 ,..., s,) in S such that w  = si s2.. ’ s, E IV”, The 
action of H is defined as follows: 
-on T by (go, t,): t + w’(t,,) tt;‘; 
--on fs by (a,, to): (g, h,U, h,&.., h,B)-+(g,ggi’, gohot,ylU 
gd, 4-v a,h,W; 
--on Y, and ys by (go, to): (g, 4, B,,..., &.I+ (g,ggi’, g,Ag;‘, 
b@, 8, lY.., go& go l); 
--on G by (go, to): g-, g,gg,P 
Each of the maps in (11.6.1) is H-equivariant and H, = .Z& acts trivially on 
each of the varieties in (11.6.1). By (2.2.2), the local system 9 on T is 
H-equivariant. Let yO: HI/q --f Q,+ be the character by which H,/fl acts 
on each stalk of 9’. The local system $’ on Ys (see (2.5) is H-equivariant 
and the induced action of HI/H: on 2 is via the character y,, on each stalk 
of 2. The local system 2 on Y, (see 2.5) is H-equivariant and the induced 
action of H, /fl on g is via a character y , on each stalk of 2. Since .J? is 
the inverse image of 2 under Ys + Y,, it follows that yi = y,,. 
The constructible sheaf B on Fs (see 2.8) is H-equivariant, and is 
irreducible as a perverse sheaf (after a shift). Hence the induced action of 
H, /Hy on 8 is via a character y2 on each stalk of p. Since 2 1 Y, = 2, it 
follows that y2=y0. 
It follows that for each of the H-equivariant constructible sheaves 
Xi((it,)! 9) the induced action of HI/q is via the character yO on each 
stalk. Since (7~~)~ P=% is semisimple (1.12, 2.17(a)) it follows that for 
each of the H-equivariant constructible sheaves z@~(~H~(~~)) the induced 
action of H,/q is via the character yO on each stalk. The same is then true 
for Z’(A) where A is any irreducible direct summand of PH,‘(%) (in 
4’(G)). It follows that for such A (which is necessarily H-equivariant as a 
perverse sheaf) the corresponding homomorphism HI/H7 + Q,? = Aut(A) 
is given by y,,. 
Let us write 9 = ;1*(&,,$), as in 2.2. (We recall that 1: T-t k*, n 2 1 is 
invertible in k and $: ,u, + 07.) As w  E IV”, we have w(n) = II. 2; for some 
character ii: T-+ k*. We show that 
Y,(Z) = cl/(n,t=)) for all I’E%?~. (11.6.2) 
(Note that A,(t) E p,, whenever t E T is fixed by w, and in particular 
A,(z)E~,, if zeZFG. We also have n,(z)= 1 if .zEZZ’s.) 
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Consider the n-fold covering T +K T where T’ = {(t, z) E TX k* 1 
A(t) = 2”). The action t,: t -+ wP ‘( to) tt; l of T on T lifts to an action 
t,: (t, z) + (w-‘(to) tt;‘, zn,(t,)) of T on T’. Since 9 is the local system 
associated to the principal In-covering T’ -+z T and the character 
$: pL, -+ Q.Y, it follows that y(z) is given by (11.6.2) for any z. 
We therefore have the following result: 
PROPOSITION 11.7. Let A be a character sheaf of G. Assume that A is a 
component of PH’(i?3) where s= (s,, s2,..., s,) is a sequence in S such that 
w=s,s2” ‘S,E w,,, 2’ = i*(&&) E 9’( T). Let y: Z&/ZZ~ -+ 0: be the 
character associated to the G-equivariant perverse sheaf A, as in 11.5 with 
(K, H, H,) = (A, G, 3:). Let 2,: T+ k* be the character defined by w(A) = 
2 .,I;. Then 
for all zEE&. 
11.8. We define for any Y E Y(T) a map 
a: WY/W, + Hom(b”,/P’“o,, Q,?) (11.8.1) 
as follows. Write 9 = L*(&n,.j,) as in 2.2 and let I,.: T + k* be the character 
defined by w(1) = ME,. We define U(W): ZZ’o/EE~-+ a)* by LX(W)(Z)= 
$(A&)), z E f&a (Note that L,,(z) E pL, for 2 E 5?& and L,,.(z) = 1 for z E S”,.) 
When wE W,, then 1,. is in the root lattice, hence A,.(z) = 1 for z E Z& and 
M(W) = 1. It is easy to check that IX is a homomorphism and it is indepen- 
dent of the choice of 2, n, $. 
We now prove that 
the homomorphism c1 is injective. (11.8.2) 
Assume that WE WY is such that $(A,(z)) = 1 for all ZE ZZG, i.e., such 
that L,.(z) = 1 for all z E Z&. We must prove that w  E W,. This is clear if 
ZZYG is connected since then, as it is well known, we have W, = W”. In the 
general case, we imbed G into G = (G x T)/J& (where L& is imbedded 
diagonally into G x T) by g -+ (g, 1) 5YG. Then (? has connected centre 
( z T) and has maximal torus T= (T x T)/YG. The Weyl group of G with 
respect to T may be naturally identified with that of G with respect to T; 
the action of w  on p is (t, t’) 3” -+ (w(t), t’) FG. 
We extend I: T-+k* to a character 1: T-+ k* by X((t, t’) YG)= 
4 t) n(w(t’)) ‘. We have w(x) = 1.2. where I,,: T + k* is defined by 
X,.((t, t’) &) = L,.(t). (Note that 1,. is well defined, since J,,(z) = 1 for all 
ZETG, by our assumption.) Since G has connected centre, the equality 
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w(x) = X.2:: implies that w  is a product of reflections si E W each of which 
satisfies s,(x) = 1% (xi: T+ k*). Restricting to r, we find si(n) = A. A; where 
li = Xi ) T. It follows that w  E W, (see 2.3), as required. 
We can now state 
PROPOSITION 11.9. Let us fix 2’ E Y( T). There is a well-defined map 
G, + WY/W, given by A + w  W, where w  E WY is any element such that 
w=s1s2 .. * s, (SUE S), and A is an irreducible component of PHi(Kz), 
s = (Sl, sz,..., s,), for some i. 
Proof Assume that A is also a component of pH’(KT) where 
s’ = (s; )...) SF,) is a sequence in 5’ such that w’ = s; s;. * . s:, E I&. We must 
prove that w  W, = w’W,. Let y: 5!YG/~~ + 0: be as in 11.7. It is an 
invariant of A. From 11.7, it follows that cx(wW,) = y, CI(W’ W,) = y. Since 
c1 is injective (11X2), we deduce that w  W, = w’ W,, as required. 
COROLLARY 11.10. Let us fix TEE(T). Zf AE 6, is a component of 
both PHi(Kz) and PHi(K$,) (w, w’ E W”) then wW, = w’ W,. Let 
y: 2&/52’~ --f Q,?, 2, n, $ be as in 11.7. Then y(z) = $(,4,(z)) (ZE To), where 
w(A) = 3,. 17. 
Proof Let s = (sr, s2 ,..., s,), s’ = (s;, s; ,..., s:,) be sequences in S such 
that sis2 . . . s, = w, r = Z(w), s; s; . . . s:, = w’, r’ = 1( w’). 
As in 2.11, we see that KT = KF, hence A is a component of PHi(Kz). 
We define Z, and s,, (Jc I,), as in 2.6, 2.12, and let J be a maximal subset 
of Z, with the property that A is a component of pHh(Kz) for some h. From 
the proof of (2.14.1) we see that A must also be a component of “Hh’(Kz). 
We define I,,, s;, (J’cZ,.) in terms of Y, s’ in the same way as Z,, s, 
(Jc Z,) were defined in terms of 9, s; we then see that A must be a com- 
ponent of pHh’(K”S;,) for some h’ and some S c Z,.. From 11.9 it follows that 
the product of the terms in s, and the analogous product for s;, are in the 
same W,-coset. On the other hand, from the definition of Z, (2.12), it is 
clear that the product of terms in sJ is in the same W,-coset as the product 
of terms in s, which is w. Similarly, the product of terms in s;, is in the 
same W,-coset as w’. This shows that w, w’ are in the same W,-coset. The 
last statement in the corollary follows from 11.7. 
12. THE COMPLEXES Kz 
12.1. Let dR E Y(T) and let w  E W&. We shall complete the 
diagram 
Y,,,L G (12.1.1) 
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P,,.= {(g,B’)EGxg I (B’, gB’g-‘)d(w))}, 
P,,= {(g,h)eGxG 1 h-‘gkBwB}, 
?,= ((g,h)eGxG (h-‘gkBwB}, 
p,,,-+ Y, and ?,- P ,_is (g, h) + (g, hBh - ’ ) (a principal fibration with 
group B), and P,,, 4 Y,, Y, 4 P, are the obvious imbeddings. (Here, 
O(w) is the closure of O(w) in a x 99 and &% 5 the closure of BwB in G.) 
Then ii,. is a proper map, Y, is open dense in Y,., hence Y, is open dense 
in 9,,. 
Let ti be a representative for w  in N(T), let 2, be the inverse image of 9 
under the map Y,. -+ T given by (g, h) + pr&(h-‘gh) (see 2.4); then p* is 
B-equivariant for the free B-action on Y,, given by right translation on the 
h-factor. Hence there is a canonical local system gi, on Y, whose inverse 
image under Y,, + Y,. is pti. This is the same as the local system P on Y,, 
defined in 2.4. Its isomorphism class is independent of the choice of 
representative 6. (However, we shall want to consider rational structures 
for this local system and for that the choiceof tt does pl_ay a role.) 
Let JF=IC(8,., P++)E9y8,,, j$=IC(Y,, &,)E~(Y,); then 95 is 
canonically the inverse image of Jz under Y,. -+ P,. Define 
RT = (fi,,)! Jff’ E 9G, K$ = (n,)! PC, E 9G. (12.1.3) 
The isomorphism class of Kz, K$ depends only on w, not on k; when we 
are interested only in its isomorphism class, we shall write Rz, Kf instead 
of Rz, Kc. (The notation Kz is compatible with that in 2.4.) 
12.2. Assume now that k = Fq and that we are given an F,-rational 
structure on G such that B, T are defined over F, and T is split over Fq. 
We assume also that Pa”‘y- “~a,. 
The varieties and maps in (12.1.2) are naturally defined over Fq; we shall 
denote by a subscript zero the corresponding schemes over Fq. The local 
system 9’ is also defined over F,. More precisely, let us write 9 = n*(6$,) 
as in 2.2. (Here 1: T + k* is a character, n > 1 is an integer dividing q - 1, 
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and $: ,u,, + QT.) Then there is a unique F,-rational structure on 6p such 
that the trace of the Frobenius map at the stalk of dp at CE T(F,) is 
@(n(t)+ y. 
We assume that ti E N( T)(I;,). Then &,, pti inherit natural F,-structures 
from 9’. (These F,-structures depend on +, since the map P, + T used to 
define pti depends on a.) It follows that Jz, .?$, E$, K$ can naturally be 
regarded as objects in the derived category of mixed complexes over the 
F,-scheme ( j$‘),, (?z),, G,, G,, respectively. It follows also that PHi(Ez), 
PH’(K$) can naturally be regarded as mixed perverse sheaves on G,. 
J, is a pure complex of weight 0 (by Gabber’s theorem 
Cl, 53.41). (12.2.1) 
IZ$ is a pure complex of weight 0 (by Deligne’s theorem 
[2, 6.2.61, by (12.2.1), and by the properness of il,). (12.2.2) 
12.3. Write l+Y9 =Q,. W, as in 5.1 and let E W& -+ N be the 
length function defined in 5.1. Let Z = w. W, be the W,-coset containing 
w  and let w, be the unique element in Zn 0,. Under the assumptions in 
12.2, we say that a subset Z of N(T)(E;) is a coherent lifting of Z if it has 
the following properties: 
(a) The natural map N(T) -+ W defines a bijection Zr Z (we denote 
by jj the element in Z corresponding to y E Z). 
(b) For any yeZ, the element (+r)-‘Ji can be written as a product 
nlnz...n,, where r = ?(w; ‘y); each nj is a representative of N( T)(F,) for a 
simple reflection of W, of the form u a u’ . u”, where u, u’, U” belong to the 
union of the corresponding two root subgroups (over F,). 
(The notion of coherent lifting appeared in the work of Kilmoyer on 
principal series representations of Chevalley groups over Fq; see also [6, 
1.231.) 
We can now state the following result which is analogous to [6,2.4]. 
THEOREM 12.4. Assume that we are in the setup 12.2. Assume that 
w  E W& and that 2 is a coherent lifring (12.3) of Z= w  W,. Let YE W be zn 
element such that y G w, for the standard partial order of W, so that Yy c Y, 
and Y, c P,. The restriction X’j(J,+) 1 Y, is a local system with finite 
monodromy. It is zero unless y E Z and i is even. If these conditions are 
satisfied and $j, ti are chosen in 2, then it admits a filtration (defined over 
F,) by local systems, with all subquotients isomorphic (over F,) to 
L$ @ Q,( -i/2) and with a number of steps equal to ny,w,i, where ny,,+ is the 
coefficient of Xi” in X (1/2)(l(w)--l(Y)-~w)+~Y))p -, ,,,, ,,+;lJX), where P,, are the 
polynomials of [ 121 for the Coxeter group W,. 
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ProoJ: We shall deduce the theorem from Theorem 1.24 in [6]. Recall 
that dp = A*(&&). Let N,, = BwBx k*, P, = N,,/B (where B acts on N, by 
6: (g, Z) --$ (g&l, k(b) z)), and let N, + P,, be the canonical map. Con- 
sider the principal p,-covering of P,. (defined in terms of k E 2): 
(U/UntiiX-‘)xk*-,P,, (u, z) -+ B-orbit of (ulii, 9). (12.4.1) 
Let Gti be the local system on P, attached to the pm-covering (12.4.1) and 
to $: 11, -+ &et. It is in a natural way a local system defined over F,. Let 
N,V = BwB x k*, P,. = m,/B, where B acts on i?,, by the same formula as on 
N,,.. Then N,,. is open dense in p’,., hence P,,, is open dense in B,,,. We have 
NJ c ii’,,,, P,. c P,. in a natura1 way. The following result is proved in 
[6, 1.241: 
The restriction of S’(IC(B,,, 8$,)) 1 P, is a local system 
(defined over F,,) with finite monodromy. It is zero 
unless y E 2 and i is even. If these conditions are 
satisfied then it admits a filtration by locai systems 
(defined over F,) with all subquotients isomorphic 
(over F,) to Tc@ 0,(-i/2) (where FEZ) and with a 
number of steps equal to n,:,,.i. ( 12.4.2) 
We now prove 
In the diagram Y,,. c Y,,, cprl P,. x k* -+= N,,, + P, 
where a(g, x, z) = (x-‘gx, zn), the inverse image of 2, 
(to Y,. x k*) and the inverse image of &* (to P,,. xk*) 
are isomorphic (as local systems defined over I;,). (12.4.3) 
First we note that the inverse image of PG. under P,. -+ Y, is gti and this is 
the local system associated to the following principal p,-covering of P,.: 
{(g,.q<)eGxGxk* (x-’ gxE BwB, A(pr,&x-‘gx))=t”} -+ P,., 
(g, x, Cl I--+ (8, xl. 
(12.4.4) 
(From this we see that 2, is B-equivariant for the free B-action on 3,. 
given by 6: (g, h) + (g, hb-‘); indeed this B-action on P, lifts to a B-action 
on the space (12.4.4), b: (g, x, 5) + (g, xb-‘, <A,(tb)) where I,: T+ k* is 
the character defined by w(A) = 1. A; and t, is the T-component of b E B,) 
Next we note that the inverse image of &‘,. under N, + P,,. is the local 
system associated to the following principal p,-covering of N,.: 
N,,. -+ N, , (g, z)-(g, Qx,Ag))-’ z”). (12.4.5) 
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(Indeed, we have a Cartesian diagram 
NW (12.4.5) b N w 
B 
I I 
(U/Un WK’) x k* (12.4.1) p * w 
where P(uti?u’, z) = (u, z), U, U’E U, ?E T.) Hence to prove (12.4.3), it is 
enough to show that the p,-coverings (12.4.4) and (12.4.5) have the same 






{(g,x,z)eGxGxk*)x-‘gx&vB} “, N, 
where y(g, x, 2, 5) = (x-$x -4% Jk, x, z, 5) = (g, x, z), E(g, x, z) = 
(x-‘gx, z”). Thus, (12.4.3) is proved. 
Consider the diagram 
Y, +--- rvxk* - P.v 
1 1 1 
~/-~wxk*-P, 
Consider the following three statements: 
(a) the statement (12.4.2); 
(b) Jhe statement obtained from (12.4.2) by replacing fv, P,, by 
YJ x k*, Y, x k* and Jj, &, by their inverse images to f.P x k*, Y,, x k*; 
(c) $e statement obtained from (12.4.2) by replacing PJ, P, by 
fy x k*, Y, x k* and 6$, gti by the inverse images of Zj, LX’,, under 
Yyc ?,,xk*, Y,,,c ?,xk*; 
(d) the statement obtained from (12.4.2) by replacing P,, P, by 
Y,, 7, and gj, &$, by L$, L$ 
Then (a) + (b) since P, x k* + P,,,cis a locally trivial libration with smooth 
fibres. Moreover, (c)o(d), since Y,,, x k* + P, is a locally trivial fibration 
with smooth and connected libres. From (12.4.3), it follows that (b)-(c). 
Thus, (a)*(d). Since the statement (a) is true, it follows that the 
statement (d) is true and the theorem is proved. 
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COROLLARY 12.5. The following identity holds in the Grothendieck group 
of mixed perverse sheaves over GO (for y < w): 
pfw~y)! WVJ I Yy,) 
n,,w.iPH’((~y)! (P+))( -i/2), if yEZ, )iEi, and i=even = 
0, if y$Zor i=odd. 
We now prove: 
PROPOSITION 12.6. With the assumptions of 12.4, the following identity 
holds in the Grothendieck group of mixed perverse sheaves over G,: 
c (-l)‘VP(R~)=C (-l)‘VP(K~) 
i 
i C C 1 ( -l)‘n,,,,iPHj(K~~)( -i/2) 
y < w j  i 
.!Jcz even 
where I; are chosen in 2 for all y E Z. 
Proof: Consider the distinguished triangle 
cr.;-,J,, r <iJ*y X”JJ,[-i]) 
in the derived category of mixed complexes on ( Y’,), (z gi denotes ordinary 
truncation). Apply to it (it,),; we get a distinguished triangle 
(CEw)! z <iL I J+, (E,.)! T<iJ*y (E,,)! 2PJ,[ -i]). (12.6.1) 
This implies the following identity in the Grothendieck group of mixed per- 
verse sheaves on G: 
c (- l)i+’ PH’((ti,)! (Xi&,)) 
=c (-l)‘PH’((E,,) ! z<iJ*)kC (-l)‘pH’((jlwb)! T<i-lJg,). 
j I 
Taking now the sum over all integers i in a large interval, we get 
c (-l)i+‘pffj((5w)! (c@J,))=~ (-l)jPH’(R,,). (12.6.2) 
4 i I 
Consider now the partition F, = u,, w  Yy. Let 
za= u r,. 
Y<W 
I(y)<a 
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Then Z,,cZrcZ,c ... are closed subsets of F,,,. Let #a: Z, 4 F,+,, 
$a: Z, - Z,- 1 4 P, be the inclusions. We have a distinguished triangle 
((ICI,)! ewJ*, (da)! h$@J,, (tiPI)! 4,*-l~iJ,) 
in the derived category of mixed perverse sheaves over (Y,,,),. 
Applying to it (E,)! we get a distinguished triangle 
((%)I (ti,h $,*@J,, (G)! (4,)! KS@Jti, (C)! (4,- I)! k- 1 x”‘J,). 
(12.63) 
This implies the identity 
C (- 1)’ pH’((%v)! (4,h 4S@J,) 
= C (- l)‘PH’((K,)! (+a)! k%@J,+). 
We have 
(q$,)! &?f’iJ, = PJ,, for a > > 0 
= 0, for a<O; 
hence by taking the sum over all integers a in some large interval we get 
1 (-l)jpH’((il,)! ZiJ,) 
= ; 7 ( - 1)’ PH’(kv)! ($a)! kW”J,+) 
= VFW T (- lY pH%~yh WiJ, I Yy)) 
= y;w 7 (- )j ny,w,i pHj(Kj)( -i/2), 
1 
if i = even 
YCZ 
0, if i= odd, 
the last step being given by 12.5. This, together with (12.6.2) gives the 
proposition. 
PROPOSITION 12.7*. Let 9 E Y(T) and let Z be a W,-coset in W$. Let 
A be an irreducible perverse sheaf on G. The following two conditions are 
equivalent: 
(a) A is a constituent of pHi(K$?) for some w  E Z and some i. 
(b) A is a constituent of PH’(Rf) for some w  E Z and some i. 
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Proof We use notations and results in the proof of 12.6. It is enough to 
verify the following statement. 
Let WEZ be such that (A: PH’(K-F))=O for any i and 
for any y E -5 y < w. Then (A: PH’(KT)) = - 
(A: “H’(KF)), for any j. (12.7.1) 
(Here, for any perverse sheaf K on G, (A: K) denotes the multiplicity of 
A in a Jordan-Holder series of K. ) 
From the long perverse cohomology exact sequence associated to 
(12.6.3) and the hypothesis of (12.7.1) we see that 
(A: PH’((?L)! (d,), d,*lPJ,)) = (A: PHj((fi,.)! (d,- I)! 42 $PiJ*.)), 
for any i, j and any a < f(w); in particular, 
(A: PH’(it,)! (d,)! (b:sPJ,., =o for a=f(w)- 1 (12.7.2) 
(since it is zero for a < 0). 
The same long exact sequence and (12.7.2) show that 
(A: PHq(itw,)! (q5,)! b,*X’J,.)) = (A: PH’((il,.)! ($,)! +:ivJ*)), 
if a = I(w), hence 
(A: PH’((il,), i7PJ,.)) = if i=O 
if i#O. 
(12.7.3) 
Next, we consider the long perverse cohomology exact sequence associated 
to (12.6.1). For i > 0, we see that 
(A: pH’((TT,,)! T<;-, .I,,)) = (A: PH’((fi,.)! T<J,.)) 
It follows that 
(A: PH’(f,.)! tGoJ,,)= (A: PH’(R,;,)). 
The same long exact sequence for i = 0 gives 
It follows that 
(A: pH’((fi,,), Af’J,.)) = (A: PHJR,.). 
Combining with (12.7.3) we see that (A: PH’(K,.)) = (A: PHj(i?,.)). This 
completes the proof of the proposition. 
607:57.3-h 
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PROPOSITION 12.8*. Let w  E WI. Then x% E 9G is semisimple (see 
1.12). 
Proof This follows from (12.2.2) and the decomposition theorem [ 1, 
54.51. 
12.9. Let @” denote the set of isomorphism classes of irreducible 
&p,[ I&]-modules. With each EE l@” one can associate canonically an 
Z!& O& Q,[z?, u-“*]-module E(u) as in [14, 1.1, 1.2; 6, 3.31; the 
corresponding modules E(u) Q &a,(~‘/*) form a complete set of irreducible 
representations of HY @& Q,(&*). Under the specialization d -+ Q,, 
u1/2 + q1’2, where ql’* is a fixed square root of q in Q,, E(u) becomes an 
f&(q) = HP @& Qrmodule E(q) and the E(q) form again a complete set 
of irreducible representations of H&(q). It is clear that 
Any d-linear function f: H&. --) QI(ul’*) such that 
f(h,h,)=f(h,h,) for all h,, h,EH is a a,(u”*)-linear 
combination of d-linear functions fE of the form 
fE(T,)=Tr(T,,,, E(u)) (EE @“). (The trace is taken 
over Q,[zP*, u-l’*].) (12.9.1) 
For each w  E IVY we set 
(12.9.2) 
(the sums are taken over all y E wW,; w1 is the unique element in 
Q2,n w  W, and P,, are the polynomials defined in [12] for the Coxeter 
group WA. 
We shall need some properties of Tr(T,, E(u)). (Compare [6, 3.3, 
(6.9.5)].) 
Tr(T,, E(u))E~.Z[U”*], (12.9.3) 
where i is a root of 1 of order dividing (Q,I, which depends only on E and 
on the W,-coset of w  E Wk. 
Tr(T;!,, E(u))=Tr(T,, E(u)) (12.9.4) 
where the bar denotes the involution of the ring 0pI[u1’2, uPi”] which is 
identity on or and takes u”* to u-“*. 
Tr(T,-1, E(u))=Tr(T,, E*(u)) (12.9.5) 
where E* is the representation of WY dual to E. 
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2/- ““‘Tr(T,, E(u))Tr(T,-I, E’(u)) 9 
= (w,I?wT u”“‘)D,(u)-‘*dimEI, if ECZE 
/ 0, 
if E & E’. (12.9.6) 
Here D,,(~)E Q[u] denotes the “formal dimension” (or generic degree) of 
any irreducible WY-module E, appearing in the restriction of E to W,. 
Tr(T ,,,, (E@E)(u))=(-l)‘(w)z.?w)Tr(T;!,, E(u)), (12.9.7) 
where F: IV” + +l is the restriction to IV” of the sign representation 
w-+(-l)@V’ of w. 
PROPOSITION 12.10*. There is a unique function 
G, x Ivy --f Qh,(ul”), (.A El H c/w(~) 
such thar 
1 (- l)i (A: VI@?:)) LP 
u(~‘*)‘~~~~+“*“)c~.~(u) Tr(C:, E(u)) (12.10.1) 
for all w E W”, A E G,. (Identity in QJu”*, u-l”].) For any A and E there 
exists a root [ of 1 of order dividing JsZ,I and an integer f 2 1 such that 
c-lzJ(~wE w’y &,) ) c,.(u)~Q[u”*]. Zn particular, the identity (12.10.1) 
can be specialized for u ’ l’* = q”‘2 (s = 1, 2, 3 )... ). 
Proof: The uniqueness of the c~,~(u) satisfying (12.10.1) is clear. We 
now prove the existence. We shall consider the mixed complex I?$ as in 
12.2. From (12.2.2) and [i, 5.4.41 it follows that PH’(K$) is pure of weight 
i. By the definition of xu (see 6.3) it then follows that the left-hand side of 
(12.10.1) is equal to x,(R$). Using now 12.6 and the additivity of x, (which 
follows from [ 1, 5.3.51) we get the following identity in X(G) Oz & (see 
6.3): 
L(RZ)= C ( C ny.w,iUi’2) X,(J$F) 
yewWy i 
y< n, me” 
= c 
u(l/2)(/(w)~I(V)--T(H')+7(Y))p ~, 
W', ,.w;d4 L!(q) 
y E n' WY 
Y  6 w 
(notations of (12.9.2)). 
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By (6.3.2) this is equal to 
c 
U(1/2)(dimG+I(w)-7(w))P -, WI ,,+.(4 E’(Tyh (12.10.2) 
YQW 
where E’: H$-+X(G)@d satisfies s’(hlh2)=s’(hzh,) for all hi, ~,EH’. 
By (12.9.1) we can write 
my)= c c cA.A4 Tr(T,, W4) A (‘dye W”), (12.10.3) 
AeGrp EE WY 
where cA,Ju) E &P,(u”~). 
Now (12.10.2) becomes 
c c u(~‘~)(~‘~~+‘(~))c~,~(u) Tr(C’,, E(u)) A, 
AeC?y EE wp 
as desired. 
By the definition of c,,,(u), we have: 
where K~,~(u)EZ[U~‘~, ~“~1 is zero unless y is in a fixed W,-coset of IV” 
(depending on A). (Here we use 11.10.) Applying now (12.9.6), we get 
CA.E(U)’ c uPT”“Tr(T,, E(u)) Tr(7&I, E(u)) 
.VE Iv& 
=c ny;A(~) W+, E(u)). (12.10.4) 
?‘E W$ 
In the right-hand side of this equality we may assume (by the previous 
remark) that y runs through only one W,-coset of WY; using (12.9.3), it 
follows that the right-hand side of (12.10.4) is in [. Z[U”~, ~“~1 where [ is 
a root of 1 of order dividing JR,I. By (12.9.6), the factor multiplying 
c~,~(u) in the left-hand side of (12.10.4) is a divisor in Q[u, K’] of 
c W’E u/y uRn’). The proposition follows. 
12.11. The function c~,~(u) is defined with respect to 8. If we 
replace P’ by ,lip-‘, then cDA,Ju) is defined in the same way with respect to 
Y-l. (See 11.2(d) and note that IV”= W”-,.) We have 
CDA.E(U) = CA,E(U)* (12.11.1) 
Indeed, let d= dim Y,. We have D(PHiK$) = pH2d-ix$-’ = PH’K$m’. (The 
first equality is proved as in (11.2.1); the second equality is the hard 
Lefschetz theorem of [l, 5.4.101.) Now (12.11.1) follows from (12.10.1). 
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12.12. Let us write c A,E(~)=[P where c is a root of 1 and 
PEQ(u”*) (see 12.10). We show that 
c,,,*(u) = [-‘P. (12.12.1) 
To prove this, we use the following observation. The representation E* can 
be obtained from E by applying an element y in the Galois group of a, 
over Q which takes each root of 1 to its inverse. Since the construction 
E + E(u) is compatible with the action of this Galois group, it follows that 
Tr(T,,, E*(u)) is obtained from Tr(T),, E(u)) by applying y to each coef- 
ficient. The effect of y on c,,& ) u can be determined from (12.10.4). Since 
TQ(U) in (12.10.4) h as integral coefficients, it is invariant under y. From 
(12.10.4) it then follows that y carries C-,&U) to c,~,,.(u), and (12.12.1) 
follows. 
13. PRINCIPAL SERIES REPRESENTATIONS 
13.1. In this chapter we assume that we are given an F,-rational 
structure on G such that B, T are defined over F, and T is split over F,. 
We also assume given 9 = A*(&.,) E Y( T) as in 2.2 and that n divides 
q - 1. We regard 9 as a local system defined over F,, as in 12.2. Let 
F: G + G denote the Frobenius map. 
13.2. Let 9 be the vector space of all functions f: Gl’/U’-, a,. It is 
a G’-module: 
k,f)W”)=f( g,W”). f~9, g, g,eG’-. 
If fi~lV(T)‘, we define r,:P-+.P by 
Then h)riEN,T) F is a basis for End,F(P), and each 5, is invertible. Let 
8: T”+ 0: be the character defined by 
e(t) = $(i(t)‘“- I)‘y, lETF. (13.2.1) 
We define 
Then 9” is a GF-submodule of 9” and the maps tA: P* --P @’ (where ti runs 
through a set of representatives in N( T)F for the elements in HYP) form a 
basis for End& 9’). 
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The structure of the algebra End&S’) has been described by Kilmoyer 
and Howlett [ll]. We shall now describe their result. 
Let (WT)‘= { * 1 w  w  E IV”} be a set of representatives 
in N( T)F for the elements w  E WT with the following 
properties: 
(a) (3 1 ye WY} is a coherent lifting (see 12.3) of W, 
such that t=e. 
(b) (i 1 XGQ,} is any lfting of R, (see 5.1) such 
that P = e. 
(c) If xgQ, and YE W,, then (xy)‘=ip. (13.2.2) 
Choose an algebra homomorphism (preserving unit) h: End&B’) -+ Q,. 
(The existence of h is equivalent to the existence of an irreducible 
GF-module appearing in Be with multiplicity 1; this follows from the fact 
that the restriction of BB to UF contains any generic l-dimensional 
representation of iJF exactly once.) 
We define a Orlinear map c: f&(q) + End&@) by 
c(T,,) = q-(1/2)(l(.rv)--~-~)~~~~))h(Z*)-l z.eo: 90 --) gj3e (13.2.3) 
(x E Q,, y E W,), where ii-, 3, h are as above, H$ is the Hecke algebra over 
AZ’ defined in 6.1, and H’(q) is its specialization (12.9). Then 
[ is an algebra isomorphism (see [ 111). (13.2.4) 
For future reference, we note also the formula 
(q~~(-~)/2~~)(q-/(~‘)/2zi,) = q-mw2T,,,: gji3e + 90, 
valid for any representatives i, i’ in N( 7’)F for x, x’ E 0,. 
(13.2.5) 
13.3. For each w  E W$, the complex K$ E 9G (tin ( W$)‘, see 
(13.2.2)) comes naturally from an object in the derived category of mixed 
perverse sheaves on Go (over F,), cf. 12.2. Hence for each ge GF we may 
consider the alternating sum (see (8.4.1)): 
xKf,F(g) = 1 ( - 1 Ii Tr(F, ~#Gf’)), (13.3.1) 
where F denotes the map induced by the Frobenius map. Similarly, we may 
consider 
(13.3.2) 
We now prove 
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PROPOSITION 13.4. With the notations in 13.2, 13.3, we have for any 
gEGF: 
x,-pk) = ‘Wz, g, @I. (13.4.1) 
Proof From the definition of Kz (see (12.1.3)) we see that 
&?F(g) = c (- 1 Ii Tr(F; ff:.(n,‘(g), -%v), 
= i 1 Tr(F, stalk of P,, at (g, B’) E Y,) 
B’EJF 
(&B’)E yw 
(by the Lefschetz fixed point formula for the variety 7-c;‘(g)) 
=lBFI-’ 1 Tr(F, stalk of $*, at (g, h) E P,,) 
h.sGF 
h-‘gh E Bu,B 
+y-’ 1 Tr(F, stalk of 2 at pr,ti(h-‘gh) E T) 
htGF 
h-‘ghe BwB 
= )BFl-’ 1 ~(lz(pr,,(h-‘gh))‘Y-l’i”) (see 12.2) 
he@ 
h-‘gh E BwB 
=/p-l 1 B(pr,.(h-‘gh)) (see 13.2.1) 
heG6 
h-‘ghE B,vB 
= Tr(r, g, PO). 
COROLLARY 13.5. The sum 
is equal to the trace of the linear transformation of the Hecke algebra H”(q) 
(see 12.9) given on the basis elements T, (ZE W”) by 
T;+ T,,~-I. T,, T,;q (1/2)(l(w)i/(w’)-or)-~w,)) 
(Here w’ is another element in W’= WY-,, k’ is its representative in 
(W”)‘, and 9-l = (A-‘)* (&,+) is regarded as a local system (over I;,) on 
Tsuch that the trace of Frobenius on the stalk at t E TF is $(A~‘(t)cq~ ‘I’“) = 
q-‘(t).) In particulur, our sum is zero unless w W, = w’ W,. 
Proof The sum in the corollary is equal (by ( 13.4.1) to 
IGFJ -’ 1 Tr(z,, g, 9’) Tr(z,, g, .P”-‘) 
gtGF 
= Tr(z @ t w  W’) (9’” @ cP’~‘)~~) 3 (13.51) 
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where Be-l is defined just as Be, replacing 8 by O-r, and GF acts 
diagonally on 9’0 9 . ‘-’ Under the natural duality Ye@ Ye-’ +oyI giv;: 
by Lf’+C,u~,c~u F ~(ff’)(gU”), the automorphism r+ 
corresponds to the contragredient of z~,+,)-~: 8e+Pe. Hence (13.5.1) is 
equal to the trace of the linear transformation of End&Be) into itself 
given by r -+ rC,.)-~ 5ta. Using the isomorphism (13.2.4), we see that it is 
enough to prove the identity 
q,,,-,[(T,) zti = [(y-,,&l T,T,). q(l/*)([(n,)+‘(w’)-~w)-liw’)). c( (z E %?), 
(13.5.2) 
where ~1 E 0: satisfies CI = 1 whenever w  W, = w’ W,. 
Using the definition (13.2.3) and the fact that [ is an algebra 
homomorphism, we see that (13.5.2) is equivalent to the formula 
h(Q-1, Ti) = q’(x) 
and this follows by applying h to (13.2.5) with A? = (a))‘. 
PROPOSITION 13.6. In the setup of 13.4, we have for any g E GF: 
X&Y) = c p.x-b4x-dq)~ 4 (l/*)(i(w)-I(u)-~w)+T(u))X~~(g), 
UGWW9 
where P,, denote the polynomials [ 123 for the Coxeter group W,, x is the 
unique element in 0, n w  W,, and the representatives ti are taken in ( WY)’ 
(see (13.2.2)). 
Proof There is a natural spectral sequence 
E~b=~u(PHbR~)=>~a+b(R~) 
in the category of mixed constructible sheaves on GO. Taking stalks at g, 
we get a spectral sequence E$b = A?;( “HbR$) * Zf + b( K$). Taking alter- 
nating sums of traces of the Frobenius map, we get 
xQ4g) = 1 (- 1) u+b Tr(F, .X;( “HbEz)). 
4 
(13.6.1) 
Similarly, we have 
xK;,F(g) = 1 (- l)a+b Tr(F, Xf(pHbK$)). 
a,b 
(13.6.2) 
The desired formula follows now from (13.6.1), (13.6.2), and 12.6. 
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COROLLARY 13.7. In the setup of 13.5, the sum 
is equal to the trace of the linear transformation of the Hecke algebra H>(q) 
(see 12.9) into itselfgiven on the basis elements T, (ZE W”) by 
Tz + q 
(1/2)(/(~)+/(M’))C~,,~, T C:,. 
(Here CL., Cw.-f are as in (12.9.2)) 
Proof. This follows immediately from 13.5 and 13.6. 
13.8. We recall that Y = A*(c?‘,~) is fixed. 
In the rest of this chapter, we shall assume not only 
that n divides q - 1, but also that every complex A E Gy 
is isomorphic to F*A, where F is the Frobenius map 
corresponding to the F,-structure on G. If n only 
divides q- 1, then each “H’(K$‘) (FEZ, @E (IV,)‘) is 
defined over F, (see 12.2), hence F* defines a per- 
mutation of the set G,. Replacing q by a power, if 
necessary, we may therefore assume that F* acts 
trivially on the set G, .) (13.8.0) 
In the rest of this chapter we shall assume chosen a 
specific isomorphism qSA: F*A% A, for any A E Gy, 
with the following property: for any r> 1 and 
any g E YT-:, (supp A = YL,L. of dimension 4, 
(5;: .X,“A --+ .X,q “A has all eigenvalues of the form root 
of 1 times yldlmG ~/IV’?, (13.8.1) 
(such $A exists, since A 1 Y,,, is a local system with finite monodromy.) 
Since PHi(Rz) is semisimple, we may write canonically 
PH’(I?:) = @ /, (A 0 VA.i,k) ( 13.8.2) 
(A runs through G2), where V,,i,,. are finite-dimensional vector spaces over 
0, endowed with endomorphisms GA: V,,i,ti + VA,i,k such that under 
(13.8.2) the map dA @ tjA corresponds to the isomorphism F*(PH’(R$)) 5 
PH’(K$) arising from the fact that PHi(R$) comes from a mixed perverse 
sheaf on G,. Passing to stalks, it follows that 
Tr(F, Xi pti(KT)) = 2 Tr(d,$, ZiA) Tr($,4, Va,i,G) 
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for all g E GF, all i, j, and all w  E IV”. Taking alternating sums over i and j, 
and using (13.6.1), we find 
XK:,F(g) = 1 (XA,dA(g) C ( - 1 Ji Tr(vQA 9 VA,i,ti)) (13.8.3) 
A I 
(A runs through G,); see (8.4.1). 
From (12.2.2) and [l, 54.41, it follows that PHixz is pure of weight i. 
From [l, 53.41 and by the choice of #A, we see that (A, 4A) is pure of 
weight dim G. From (13.8.2) we can now deduce that the endomorphism 
$A of VA,i,C is pure of weight i-dim G. In other words: 
The eigenvalues of QQ A: VA,i,C + VA,i,ti are algebraic 
numbers all of whose complex conjugates have absolute 
value q (i- dimG)/Z (13.8.4) 
13.9. We now replace 2 by 9-l in 13.8. We have W$= IV,-,, 
and for each w’ E II& PH’(K$-‘) is defined over F,, where ti’~ ( WY)‘. 
(The F,-rational structure on 2-l is taken as in 13.5.) The set G,-, con- 
sists of {DA 1 A E G,} ( see (11.2.2)) and for A E G,, we define 
&,: F*DA r DA to be the contragredient of #A: F*A % A, times qdimG-’ 
(where d is as in (13.8.1)). We define VDA.lC, and its endomorphism $bA as 
in (13.8.2): 
*LA is defined in terms of 4 LA, just as $A is defined in terms of 4A. We 
then have for all g E GF 
b,+?-‘,Fk) = 1 ( h,c&Ak) 1 (- 1 Ji Tr($‘bA, vDA,j,~‘)). 
A I 
Multiplying this with (13.8.3) and summing over all g E GF, we find 
= c( lGFl -’ 1 (XA,#h) h,A’&(d) A,A’ geGF 
xc (-ly+j Tr($‘A, ‘A,i,$) Tr($“,A’, vDAr,j%$c) (13.9.1) i.i 
(here A, A’ run over G,). 
We shall say that G is clean if for any Levi subgroup L 
of a parabolic subgroup in G, any cuspidal character 
sheaf of L is clean (see (7.7). (13.9.2) 
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If we assume that G is clean, then the sum lGFl -1 
CgecF XA,&) XDA’,dd in (13.9.1) is equal, by 10.8 and the choice of 
dA 3 &A’, to 1 if A = A’ and to 0 if A #A’. Hence, for G clean, the right- 
hand side of (13.9.1) is equal to 
(A runs over G,). The resulting identity clearly remains true if F, is 
replaced by an extension Fti. Thus, we have the identity 
where 
IGF51 --I 1 x+(g) xK;-L,Fsk)=~ (- l)h Ph.57 (13.9.3) 
gtGFS h 
Ph,s= 1 1 -Q-(3/“,, VA,,,,) ‘JWGX v~A,,,,y) 
A i. i 
i+/=h 
(13.9.4) 
(A runs over G,). According to 13.7, the left-hand side of (13.9.3) is equal 
to Ii’( where 17 is a polynomial with integral coefficients depending on 
2, w, w’, but not on q or s. On the other hand, from (13.8.4) and the 
analogous property I,&,: VDA,i.,ti, + VI&+,, it follows that ph,,s is of the 
form C, (cc,,,)~ where uh,r are algebraic numbers all of whose complex con- 
jugates have absolute value q(h’2’pd’mG. From the identity 
; (( - 1)” c (cch,,)s) = n (4.‘) 
r 
(valid for all s 3 1) it follows then that, for fixed h, the set { CC~,~} is empty if 
h is odd and that @,,r = q(h’2’- dimG if h is even. This implies that 
LiM 0 VDA , &’ is zero for i + j odd (A E G,). It also implies that, for i + j 
even, any e&&value of GA on VA,i,C, multiplied by any eigenvalue of +‘,, on 
VDA.,,+, gives q(i+j)12-dimG. 
Since, for A E G,, we have V,, j es # 0 for some j and w’ E W’, it 
follows that the parity of i such that VA.*,& #O for some w  E w’ is an 
invariant of A and that, for an eigenvalue 5 of $A on VA,i,n;, the product 
w  i/2 +(dim ‘)!’ is also an invariant of A. Thus, we have the following result, 
which is analogous to [6, 2.181. 
THEOREM 13.10. In the setup of 13.8, we assume that G is clean (see 
(13.9.2)). 
(a) With each AE~,, one can associate a sign Ed E { + 1) with the 
following property: if A is a component of PH’(Rz) (WE W’), then 
(-1) jtdimG=EA. 
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(b) With each A E G2, one can associate an element 5, EQ,? 
(depending on the choice of lifting (WY). in (13.2.2), the choice of 4A in 
(13.8.1), and the choice of a square root of q in 0,) such that for any i and 
any w E W$, all eigenvalues of tiA: VA,,, + VA,,, (see (13.8.2)) are equal to 
~AqCi--dimG)12; moreover, tA is an algebraic number all of whose complex con- 
jugates have absolute value 1. The eigenvalues of *LA: VL,,i,,C + I&+, (see 
3.9) are equal to <~‘q(iPdimG)‘2. 
13.11. Consider the identity (13.9.3). Its left-hand side is equal to 
the trace of the linear map &(q”) + H&(qS) given by 
Tz -, q (42)0(W) + ““‘“C--,_ 1 T C’ Hence it is equal to q(s/2)(~(W)+I(W’)) 
c EE wY Tr(CW.,-I, E(q”)) Tt(&, E(q”)) and hence to 
4 
(@)(l(w) + I(n,‘)) c Tr(G, E*(q”)) WC’,, E(q”)), (13.11.1) 
EB b8$ 
where E* is the representation of WY dual to E. 
The right-hand side of (13.9.3) can be expressed as in (13.9.4), and under 
the assumptions of 13.10 can be written as 
c (_ l)i+j (SAq.r(i-dimG)/2 ~AsqS(i-dimG)/2 
A 
iJ 
x dim VA,i,L, dim VhAJ,+’ 
=; ($ (-lY9 s(I-dimG)/Z(A: pHiR5 
x 
i 






c cA,,(q”) Tr(C:,~, Hq”)) 
A Et WY 1 
sl( w’ j/2 
c cDA,E’(qs) J’r(CL, E’(f)) 
E’E PVp > 
(by (12.10.1), with u Ii2 = q”j2). This equals 
qw2w(w) + I(w’)) 
= cc 
cA,E(q”) cDA,E’(@) 
EXE @-&, AeG9 > 
x Tr(CL., E(q”)) Tr(CL.., E’(q”)). (13.11.2) 
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Thus (13.9.3) can be expressed as the equality of (13.11.1) and (13.11.2), for 
all w, w’ E IK,. Since the functions fE,E’: W’ x IV” -+ Qe,, 
(w, w’)t+Tr(C:,, E(q”))Tr(&, E’(q”)) 
(E, E’ E pP) are linearly independent, it follows that 
if E’= E* 
3 otherwise. 
Since here s is any integer > 1, this identity remains true when qS is 
replaced by the indeterminate u. 
Using now (12.11.1) we get the following result: 




14. A DISJOINTNESS THEOREM FOR 
COHOMOL~GY SHEAVES AND ITS APPLICATIONS 
14.1. In 3.11, we have defined a canonical partition of G into 
finitely many locally closed smooth irreducible subvarieties Y(,,, stable by 
conjugation. We shall prove the following result. 
THEOREM 14.2*. Let Y= Y,,,, be a piece in the partition 3.11 qf G and 
let A’ be any admissible complex on G (see (7.1.10)). 
(a) The cohomology sheaves .X’A’ restricted to Y are local systems 
with finite monodromy. 
(b) Assume that G is clean (see (13.9.2)), that A is a character sheaf 
of G whose support is equal to y, and that A’ is a character sheaf of G which 
is not isomorphic to A. Let d = dim Y, so that 2 -d(A) is the only 
cohomology sheaf of A which is non-zero on Y. (It is an irreducible local 
system on Y.) Then for any i, the local system %“(A’) ) Y has no irreducible 
direct summands isomorphic to #-d(A) / Y. 
Proof. We refer to 8.1 for the notations L, C, Zreg, Y = Yo,,,. Let 2 be 
the variety of all pairs (M, S) where M is a closed subgroup of G and S is a 
semisimple element of M/Z% such that there is an element of G con- 
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jugating A4 to L and S to the semisimple part of some element in the image 
of z in L/SO,. 
Let p: Y + Z be defined by p(g) = (M, $), where A4 is the unique con- 
jugate of L containing p(g,) and S is the image of g, in M/90,. Then p is 
a locally trivial libration. Moreover, G acts naturally on Y and Z by con- 
jugation (compatibly with p) and the action on Z is transitive. Since 
%‘(A’) 1 Y is G-equivariant, we see that in order to prove (a) it is enough 
to show that the restriction of #‘(A’) to some tibre of p is a local system 
with finite monodromy. We shall consider the fibre @ of p at (L, S), where 
su = US is an element of Greg (s semisimple, u unipotent) and S is the image 
of s in L/S!?“,. 
Note that, if Z”,(zs) c L (z E 5?‘;), then Z”,(zs) = Z”,(s). (Both are equal to 
Z”,(s).) It follows that @ is the set of all g E L which are of the form g = zsz), 
where z E %“i is such that Z”,(zs) c L, v is unipotent in Z:(s), and zsv is 
conjugate to an element in Greg (s is fixed). 
We now define 6 to be the set of all g E L which are of the form g = zsv, 
where z E bO,, v is unipotent in Z”,(s), and zsv is conjugate to an element in 
C (s is fixed). 
It is clear that @ is an open dense subset of 6 and that SC’& c Z:(s). 
Let r be the isotropy group of (L, S) for the transitive action of G on Z 
by conjugation. Note that Z:(s) is contained in r as a subgroup of finite 
index. The action of 9: x r on 6 given by (z, y ): g + zygy -’ is clearly 
transitive. Hence d (or s-i&) is a union of finitely many 9: x Z:(s)-orbits. 
Now let R be a perverse sheaf on G obtained by inducing a cuspidal 
admissible complex from a Levi subgroup of a parabolic subgroup, and 
such that A’ is a direct summand of ZC’ (see (7.1.10)). Let E: Z:(s) + sZO,(s) 
be multiplication by s. In (88.4) we have constructed an isomorphism 
(E*r 1 %)[ -S]z e (in 9@), (14.2.1) 
where % is an open subset of Z:(s) as in 8.6 and K& are finitely many per- 
verse sheaves on Z”,(s) of the same type as K’. More precisely: 
Km is obtained by inducing an irreducible cuspidal per- 
verse sheaf K& from a Levi subgroup ( = L& n Z:(s)) of 
a parabolic subgroup of Z:(s), where L& is a Levi sub- 
group (containing s) of some parabolic subgroup of G 
such that supp K’ = PCLh,zb,. ( 
The support of K& is the closure of the piece in the par- 
tition 3.11 of Z’&(s) corresponding to the pair 
(L&n Z%(s), {v E Z:(s) unipotent 1 sv E rE} . 9Fk,zoC,,. ( 
14.2.2) 
14.2.3) 
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Now A’ is a direct summand of K’, hence (&*A’ 1 @)[ -S] is a direct 
summand of (0 tl Em) 1 % (in 9%, hence in A%)). Since % is open in Z”(s), 
and @ oL Km is a semisimple perverse sheaf, there exists a direct summand of 
Or K& whose restriction to % is isomorphic to (&*A’ 1 a)[ -61. (We use 
the fact that any irreducible perverse sheaf on Z’(s) gives upon restriction 
to f% either 0 or an irreducible perverse sheaf on a.) Now, any direct sum- 
mand of 0, Kj, is a direct sum of irreducible admissible complexes of 
Z”(s). Thus, (&*A ( a)[ -S] is isomorphic to a direct sum of admissible 
complexes on Z”(s), restricted to %!. Since any admissible complex A, on 
Z”(s) is equivariant for the action (z, go): g + zngO gg;’ of .F”“, x Z”,(s) on 
Z”,(s) (for some n > 1) and since s- ‘6 is a union of finitely many orbits for 
this action, it follows that #(A 1) ( s ~ ’ & must be a local system with finite 
monodromy, hence X’(A 1) 1 S-I 6 n 0x is a local system with finite 
monodromy (for all i). Since (&*A ( @)[ -S] is isomorphic to a direct sum 
of such A, I %, it follows that %“(&*A’) ) s-‘&n%! and %‘(A’) 1 &ns@ 
are local systems with finite monodromy. In particular XO’(A’) 1 @ n so& is a 
local system with finite monodromy. 
The set 95! considered above depends on s; we now denote it &(s). When 
s runs over the set of all 0 E L such that 0 is mapped to S under L -+ L/SO,, 
and such that Z’&(a) c L, the sets @n%!(s) form an open covering of @. 
Since A?‘(A’) is a local system with finite monodromy when restricted to 
any of the open sets of this covering, it follows that #‘(A’) I @ is a local 
system with finite monodromy. This completes the proof of (a). 
We now begin the proof of (b). We may assume that supp A’ contains P 
as a proper subset; otherwise, there is nothing to prove. Let K be a perverse 
sheaf on G obtained by inducing a cuspidal admissible complex of L to G, 
such that A is a direct summand of K. 
Let su E C,,,be as in the proof of (a) and let @, be the set of all g E L 
which are of the form g =zsv where z~9’; is such that ZO,(zs)c L and 
u E C (C = Z’(s)-cnjugacy class of u). Then Q1 is a connected component of 
@J above. If E and % c Z’(s) are as above, we may assume that, besides 
(14.2.1), there is an isomorphism 
(&*KI @I[-G]z (in @&)), (14.2.4) 
where Kp are finitely many perverse sheaves on Z’(s) satisfying properties 
similar to those satisfied by K& in (14.2.2), (14.2.3). In our case, however, 
each K, must necessarily be a cuspidal perverse sheaf, with support equal 
to V, where V= .9”$+, . C. 
Using our assumption that G is clean, together with 7.11 and 11.2(d), we 
see that each Km,, (as well as DKE,o) is a strongly cuspidal, clean, 
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irreducible perverse sheaf on Z’&(s). Similarly, each K, (as well as DKP) is a 
strongly cuspidal, clean, irreducible perverse sheaf on Z:(s). 
It is enough to show that the local systems %?‘(K’) 1 @i nsQ, 
X’j(K) ( @i n se have no common irreducible direct summand, for any i, j. 
Using (14.2.1) and (14.2.3), we see that it is enough to show that the local 
systems #‘Km 1 s-‘@i n a’, XjKs ( SC’@, n Q have no common 
irreducible direct summand, for all i, j, a, p. Since *‘(Km) is .P&,,, x Z’(s)- 
equivariant, it must be a local system on Y (which is a single orbit). 
Similarly, %j( Ks) is a local system on V. Since s ~ ‘@, n 42 is open dense in 
V and V is irreducible, it is enough to show that the local systems 
&K:, 1 V, XjKB 1 V have no common irreducible direct summand. Since 
supp Ks = V, we see that it is enough to check the statement (14.2.5) and 
Lemma 14.3 below: 
For any CI, fl, we have supp K:, # supp K,. (14.2.5) 
LEMMA 14.3*. Let K be an irreducible cuspidal perverse sheaf (7.1.10) on 
G such that DK is strongly cuspidal and clean. Let R be a perverse sheaf on 
G obtained by inducing to G a strongly cuspidal, clean, irreducible perverse 
sheaf of a Levi subgroup of a parabolic subgroup. Let Y(o,s, = z be the piece 
in the partition 3.11 of G such that supp K = E, and let 6’ be the irreducible 
local system JP -d(K) ) z, d = dim 2. Assume that supp K’ # 27. Then the 
local system (S’K’) ) z (see part (a) of Theorem 14.2) does not contain d as 
a direct summand. 
14.4. Proof of (14.2.5). Assume that supp Km= supp KB = V. From 
(14.2.3) it follows that L&nZO,(s) =P,(s), and that SUEC~. Thus, 
Z”,(s)c L&; since L= H&s) (see 3.11), we must have L c L&. From our 
assumption PC supp A’, i.e., PCL.zJ c FCL;,z,j (see (14.2.2)), it follows by 
applying the Steinberg map (r (see 7.3) that dim a( PCL,zJ < dim (r( PCL,,z, ,). 
But it is clear that dim a( YCL,zJ) = dim %Di, dim Q( PCL6,z;j) = dim ?$, , 
hence dim 20, < dim 3:;. This, together with L c L&, implies L = L&. From 
su E C&, it follows that X n ,Y:& # a, hence ,E = C&, since L = Lk. Thus, we 
have jLzl = %~.z;~~ contradicting our assumption 7 # supp A’, and 
(14.2.5) is proved. 
14.5. Proof of Lemma 14.3. If R is itself cuspidal, then it is clean by 
assumption, so that (#‘R) 1 C=O. Assume now that K’ is not cuspidal. 
Then by 7.2, we have H$G, DK@ K’) = 0 for all j. Since DK is clean, we 
must have H<(.X, DKQ K’) = 0 for all j, hence Hj(z:, b* 0 K’) = 0 for all j, 
where B* is the local system on C, dual to 8. We must prove that the local 
system X’(b* @ (R I ,?Y)) on E contains no direct summand isomorphic to 
0,. 
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Assume that %“O(b* @ (K’ 1 C)) contains a direct summand isomorphic 
to 0, and that i, is maximum possible with this property. We shall reach a 
contradiction as follows. Our assumption implies Hzd(C, %‘O(&‘* 0 
(K’ 1 C))) # 0. Hence Ezd,” # 0 in the usual spectral sequence 
Q-q= HF(Z, 3P(8* 0 (K’ ( C))) =a Hf:+qz, CT* 0 (R 1 C)). 
In the proof of 7.8, we have seen that HL(C, 9) = 0 for any irreducible 
5”: x G-equivariant (see 2.18(b)) local system B on Z:, which has no direct 
summand isomorphic to 0,. In particular, we may take F = &(a*@ 
(K’ 1 C)) for i > i,. It follows that Epq = 0 if q > i,. It is clear that Epq = 0 if 
p > 2d, since d = dim C. This implies that Esd,” = E:“‘o = . . = E2,d,‘0. Since 
Ei”‘O # 0, it follows that Hfd+ h(C, d* @ (K’ 1 C)) # 0, a contradiction. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 14.3, and hence that of Theorem 
14.2. 
14.6. In the rest of this chapter, we assume that we are in the setup 
of 13.1 and, moreover, that q is large enough so that (13.8.0) is satisfied. 
We fix Y= YCL,=) and A E G, with support Y, as in 14.2. From 14.2(a) it 
follows that there exists a principal covering rr: 8+ Y with finite group r 
(acting on F on the left), with y irreducible such that each of the local 
systems %‘A’( Y (for various i and various A’ E G,) is associated to 71 and 
to a representation of r (denoted [X’A’]). For a large enough integer 
Y > 1, both P and rt are defined over F,, ( Y is defined over I;,, as a con- 
sequence of (13.8.0) and, in particular, is defined over F,,). Moreover we 
can assume that the Frobenius map F: F-+ P with respect to the 
F,,-structure is such that F(yv) = y&) for all y E r and all j E y. 
There exists an integer c0 B 1 such that for any integer c > c0 and any 
y E r, we have py = yj for some j E t, which depends on y on c. (Indeed, 
y ~ ‘E: 8--+ P is the Frobenius map for an E;,,-rational structure on y, 
hence for large enough c it must have some fixed point, since P is 
irreducible: the number of its fixed points tends to co as c tends to co.) We 
set (for c>c,): y,,, = n(j), where j E P is some point such that pj = yj. 
Then for any i and any A’ E G,, we have 
Tr(CL z.L,,,(A’)) = bA’,rc,i Tr(y, C-@(A’)l) (VY E r, c 2 co). (14.6.1) 
Here dA, is as in (13.8.1) and bAs,rc,i is independent of y. If A’ = A, then 
b A.rc.-d is a root of 1 times qcdimG - d)(rc’2’ (d = dim Y), and we have 
Tr((&,)“> ~,,f(W) (14.6.2) 
= b~,~c,~d.q(dimG-dd)rc.Tr(y-l, [Xpd(A)]) (b E r, c 3 d 
where $LA is as in 13.9. 
607’57’3.7 
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By 14.2(b), the r-module [JP(A’)] contains no irreducible components 
isomorphic to [X-d(,4)], if A’ZA. Hence, from (14.6.1), (14.6.2), and the 
orthogonality relations for the characters of r, we deduce 
ZZ (-l)ib A,,rc,ib~~.,E,-dq(dimG--d)‘c 
x Ir( --I c Tr(y, [%‘(A’)]) Tr(y-‘, [%+dA]) 
YCf- 
i 
0, if A’#A = 
qCdirn G - d)rc 
(c 2 cg). 
3 if A’=A 
(14.6.3) 
14.7. Under the assumptions of 13.10, the identity (13.8.3) can be 
written as follows: 
&d&.(g) =c XA,Jg) <A 1 (- l)i q(i-dimGy4: WRY) 
A 1 
= c xA,&d {A. dew)‘* 1 CA,E(d ‘WC:, &) k E G”). 
A E 
(14.7.1) 
Using 13.6, 13.4, and (13.2.3) we can write 
XKFF(g) = Tr(q(“*“““‘-‘(“I))~(~~,) CL g, 9’) W’ (gEGF), (14.7.2) 
where w, is the unique element in QP n w  W, and h is as in 13.2. Since 
H$(q)rEnd,F(9@) (see (13.2.4)), we can decompose 8’ as a H"(q) x 
GF-module as Be = @ E= w9(E(q) 0 9’:), where P”, = Hom,$,,,(E(q), 9’) is 
an irreducible GF-module. Then (14.7.2) becomes 
xK&)= c 4 (1/2)(‘(w)- ‘(“ll)h(z,,) Tr( g, P”,) Tr( C;, E(q)). (14.7.3) 
EE cv, 
From (13.2.5), it follows that q- ‘(wl’h(z ) is a root of 1 of order dividing 
nlQ,j. From 11.10 and 12.7 it follows tha? for A EG,, the W,-coset of an 
element w  E W” such that (A: *HiKz) #O is an invariant of w. It follows 
that there exists a function v: G9 -+ {roots of 1 of order dividing nllR,I} 
with the following property: if (A: PNiK$‘) #O (WE W”), then 
v(ft)=q- ‘(w’)h(t. ), where wr is the unique element of minimal length in WI 
ww,. 
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Comparing (14.7.1) and (14.7.3) we then have 
AEGV E 
= c ‘Wg, S”,) ‘WG, E(q)) (g E GF). 
E 
Since the functions w  -+ Tr( cl,, E(q)) on W (EE I@,) are linearly indepen- 
dent, the previous equality implies 
(14.7.4) 
for all geGF and all EE @“‘. This identity holds also if we replace q by a 
power q’ (s > 1). It implies 
,L GVAA) cA,,(q”) XA,+4;(g) E lq (VgE GF) (14.7.5) 
Y 
where 0 is the ring of all cyclotomic integers and v,(A) is a root of 1 of 
order dividing nlQ,I and depending possibly on s. We fix A E G, with sup- 
port ? as in 14.6. We take s = YC, c > cO, and we select yy,c E Y, for y E f, as 
in 14.6. Then x~~,),;~(Y,,,.) is a root of 1 times qs*j2, where 6 = codim E 
Multiply (14.7.5), for g= Y?,~, by x~~,+.;~(Y~.~) and sum over all YE r. We 
get 
Using now the identity (14.6.3), we deduce 
Irl t”A v,(A) cA,,(@) qs6 E qs6’2 ’ Lo, 
hence 
[ fl <“, CA.E(qs) qsb’* E 0 (s=rc, c>,c,) 
for all A E G, and all E E @“. We now prove 
(14.7.6) 
LEMMA 14.8. Under the assumptions of 13.10, we have C.&U)E 
[. Qpcu1/2, u-w 1, where [ is a root of 1 of order dividing IsZ,I (AE G,, 
EG I@“). 
Proof: Write c~,~(u) E i. Q(u ‘j2) with [ a root of 1, as in 12.10. Let K be 
a finite Galois extension of Q of degree a, containing rA and i, and let 
N: K--r Q be the norm map. Then N({,) has complex absolute value 1 
since all complex conjugates of tA have absolute value 1 (see 13.10). It 
follows that N(ta)= + I. Hence by applying N to (14.7.6) we get JTJ” 
([-&(qy qf13d’2 E Co. 
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Let H(X) E Q(X) be defined by H(X) = Irl” ([-‘c,,,(X~))~ A’“‘. Then 
H(q”)E 0 for s= rc, ca c,/2. Since H(q”) is a rational number and an 
algebraic integer, it is an ordinary integer. Thus we have H(q”) E E for 
infinitely many integers s > 1. This implies, as it is well known, that H(X) E- 
Q[X]. The lemma follows. 
We can now prove 
THEOREM 14.9*. Under the assumptions of 13.10, we have C&U) E <. Q, 
where { is a root of1 of order dividing 152,1 (Ace,, EE @“). 
Proof: We fix E E @L. By 14.8 we can write c~,~(u) = CA P,, 
PA E Q[u”2, u-l’* ) J [a”~’ = 1 and by (12.12-l), we have c~,~* = [;‘PA. 
We now consider the identity 13.12 for E’ = E*. It gives 
c Pz,=l. 
AEGP 
This forces each PA to be a constant (i.e., independent of u”‘). The theorem 
follows. 
We remark that the proofs of 14.8 and 14.9 bear some similarity to 
proofs in the paper [lo] of Digne and Michel. 
14.10. From now on we shall write cA,E instead of c~,~(u). Let us 
now specialize the identity (12.10.3) for u”‘-+ 1. Then s’(T,) =xJK-F) 
becomes 
Using the orthogonality relations for IV”, this can be also written as 
C A,E= ( W&l -’ c Tr(y-‘, E) 1 (- l)i (A: PH’(Kp)), 
y E ru$ I 
hence 
C A,E= (- l)dimG(A: RZ), (14.10.1) 
where we use the following notations: 
X0(G) = subgroup of the Grothendieck group X(G) of 
A(G) spanned by the character sheaves of G (14.10.2) 




(for EE I@Y or, more generally, for E an element of L%( IV’) 0 &PI, where 
a( WY) is the Grothendieck group of virtual representations of II?,). 
(:) is the symmetric &P,-bilinear form on X0(G)@ 0, 
with values in 0, such that (A,: A*) = 6,,,,, for any two 
character sheaves A i, A 2 on G. (14.10.4) 
Substituting (14.10.1) into (12.10.1) we get the following 
COROLLARY 14.11*. Under the assumptions of 13.10, we have 
C ( - 1 )i (A: pjyiK;tP) &2 
=,& C-1) d:mG U(l/2)(dimG+Qw))(A: RF) T~(cI,, qu)) (14.11.1) 
Y 
for all w E W”, A E G,. (Identity in O,[U”~, ~~‘~1.) 
(Compare with [6, 3.83.) 
COROLLARY 14.12*. Under the assumptions of 13.10, for any A E G,, 
there exists E E I@” such that (A: RF) # 0. 
Proof There exist w  E W:, and i such that (A: PH’(Rz)) # 0. From 
(14.11.1) it follows that (A: Rg) #O for some ,?ZE I%“‘, as desired. 
COROLLARY 14.13*. 
EMQ: 
Under the assumptions of 13.10, we have for any E, 
if E’=E* 
otherwise. 
Proof In view of (14.10.1) and (14.10.4), this is just a reformulation of 
13.12. (Compare with [6, 3.91.) 
COROLLARY 14.14. Under the assumptions of 13.10, the identity (14.7.4) 
can be rewritten as 
Tr( g, S”,) = ( - 1 )dimG Atc, ilAA)WR:) xa,&) (ge @I. 
2 
COROLLARY 14.15. With the assumptions of 13.10, let s be a simple 
reflection in W such that s # W,. Let 9’ = s*.Y. Then for any w E W$ we 
have sws E W”. and 
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Proof We write the identity (14.11.1) for (9, w) and for (P, sws). The 
right-hand sides of these two identities are related to each other using 
11.2(b). Hence we get a relation between the left-hand sides, which is just 
the desired equality. (Compare with [6, 6.5(i)].) 
15. INDUCTION, RESTRICTION, AND DUALITY 
15.1. In this chapter G is assumed to be clean (13.9.2). Consider 
the functors ind, res delined in 3.8, 4.1, respectively, with respect to G, P, 
where P is a parabolic subgroup of G. We shall denote them ind& res:. Let 
Q be another parabolic subgroup of G. Let L, M be Levi subgroups for 
P, Q, respectively. Let r be a set of representatives x for the double cosets 
Q\G/P such that Q, XPX-’ contain a common maximal torus. For x E r, 
MnxPx-’ is a parabolic subgroup of M with Levi subgroup MnxLx-‘; 
similarly, x-‘Qx n L is a parabolic subgroup of L with Levi subgroup 
X -lMxn L. 
PROPOSITION 15.2. Let A be a character sheaf of G. Then 
resgindzA= @ ind*L~,exnr,res~nx,,-,A 
xcr 
(15.2.1) 
(equality in ML). 
(The formula has the following meaning. By 4,8(b), ind;A is a direct sum 
of character sheaves of G, hence, by 6.9(a), resp: ind$A is a direct sum of 
character sheaves of L. By 6.9(a), resg,,PX-, A is a direct sum of character 
sheaves on Mn XLX-‘; we transfer it to x-‘Mx n L using conjugation by 
x-l; applying to it indk-,ax,,l we get, by 4.8(b), a direct sum of character 
sheaves of L.). 
Prooj The operations resg, indg are also defined at the level of class 
functions on groups over a finite field. Thus if G, P, L are defined over F,,, 
we may define ind? { 1 c ass functions on L(F,)} --) {class functions on 
G(F,)} as lifting to P(F,) via the natural projection P(F,) + L(F,), 
followed by usual induction from P(F,) to G(I;,); we may also define res? 
(class functions on G(F,)} + {class functions on L(F,)} as restriction to 
P(F,) followed by averaging over the libres of P(F,) --) L(F,). These 
operations are related to the corresponding operations on complexes as 
follows. If (A, 4: F*A --) A) is a character sheaf of G defined over Fq, then 
res:A has a natural 41: Fr(resgA)Sres,GA and 
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If (A’, 4’) is a character sheaf of L defined over F,, then ind:A’ has a 
natural 4;: F*(indzA) 1 ind:A and &“d$‘,@; = indz(~~~,~,). (These formulas 
follow immediately from definitions and from the trace formula for 
Frobenius maps.) 
We shall now choose an F,-rational structure on G such that all groups 
appearing in 15.1 are defined over F,, and such that (a) A is defined over 
Fq and (b) all character sheaves of L which are components of the left- or 
right-hand side of (15.2.1) are defined over Fq. 
Let K,, K2 be the two sides of (15.2.1); we have natural isomorphisms 
dI: F*K,rK,, I+$ F*K2rK,. 
The analogue of (152.1) for res. ind is well known. It implies that 
x,,.,;(g) = XK2,&) for all g E L(F,,) and all t > 1. (15.2.2) 
Now let A’ be any character sheaf of L which is a component of K, or 
K, and let cJ,,,, be an isomorphism F*A 7 A. We can write 
K, = 0 (A’@ VA,,1), K2 = 0 (A’@ J,‘,v.z), 
A’ A’ 
where I’,,,, , VA.,, are &vector space with natural endomorphisms $A.,I, 
$ A’,27 respectively, such that 
XK,,d:(g) = C XA’,#>,tg) Tr(ll/f4’.i, ‘A’,i) (15.2.3) 
A’ 
(i = 1, 2, g E L(F,,,)). Using now the orthogonality formula 10.8 for L 
(which is applicable since L is clean) we see from (15.2.2) and (15.2.3) that 
for all A’, all t > 1, and for i = 1 or 2. From (15.2.2) it follows that the left- 
hand side of (15.2.4) is independent of i. Hence the same is true for the 
right-hand side 
TrbL,, , vAs,,) = WtiLF.2, VA,.,) 
for all A’ and all t > 1. 
This remains automatically true for t = 0 so that dim VA,,, = dim VA,*, for 
all A’. It follows that K, z K, and the proposition is proved. 
15.3. For each subset Z of the set S of simple reflections of W, we 
denote by P, the parabolic subgroup of G generatted by B and by represen- 
tatives in N(T) of the simple reflections si E Z. Let L, be the unique Levi 
subgroup of P, containing T and let WI be the subgroup of W generated 
by 1. 
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If ZC J and A, is a character sheaf of L,, the complex ind$,,,(A,) will 
be denoted $(A,); it is a direct sum of character sheaves of L,; see 4.8(b)). 
By linearity, this extends to a homomorphism if: Xo(L,) + Xo(L,) (see 
(14.10.2)) and to a linear map if: .&(L,) @ 0, + &(L,) @ 0,. 
If Zc J and A, is a character sheaf of L,, the complex res$,,,(A,) will 
be denoted ri(A2); it is a direct sum of character sheaves of L,; see 6.9(a). 
By linearity, this extends to a homomorphism rf: &(L,) + X,(L,,) and to a 
linear map r:: X0( L,) @ 0, + S$(L,) 0 0,. By 4.2, we have the transitivity 
formula 
‘K ‘K _ ‘K 
lJ 11 - 11 , for ZcJcK. (15.3.1) 
From 4.4(d) and the semisimplicity of ind(A,), res(A,), it follows that 
(rG2): Al)= (A,: ii( (15.3.2) 
for any A,, A2 as above. The same formula is then automatically true if 
A,, A, are replaced by any elements of Xo(L,)@ Or, Xo(L,)@ &e,, respec- 
tively. Here ( : ) is defined by (14.10.4) for L,, L, instead of G. From 
(15.3.1), (15.3.2), and the non-degeneracy of ( : ) it follows that 
JK K 
rlrJ = r, for ZcJcK. (15.3.3) 
We can restate (15.2.1) as 
rfif=C i’,- I lJxnJYxrlnxJx-l (4 Jc S), (15.3.4) 
x 
sum over all elements x E W which have minimal length in W,x W,. (Here 
-ix: &dL,n,J.d) + %(Lx-h,J) is induced by the isomorphism LlnxJx-~ r 
LX- I,*-. J defined by conjugation by a representative of x-’ in N(T).) 
15.4. We now define a homomorphism 
d=d,= 1 (-1) “’ if rf: X0(G) + X0(G) 
ICS 
(or .6,(G) 0 &PI -+ x,(G) @ 0,). (15.4.1) 
This is entirely analogous to the well-known duality operation on the 
class functions on a reductive group over a finite field, which is defined 
replacing ind and res in (5.4.1) by ind, res (see the proof of 15.2). Here are 
some properties of d: 
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dG is = ifdL, 
d2 = identity 
(dA,: dA,) = (A,: A,) (A,7 ACE%) 





which are analogous to the known properties of the duality operation for 
class functions (Curtis, Alvis, and Kawanaka). (See [S].) They are formal 
consequences of the identities (15.3.1~(15.3.4), and of the following iden- 
tity (see [9, 2.51): 
c (-1)‘J’ #{XE WI ZnxJx-‘= K, x has minimal length in W,xWJ} 
JcS 
=(-1)‘Kl (for Z, KC S). 
We shall call d the duality operation (on character sheaves). It should 
not be confused with the Verdier duality D. 
From (15.4.4), it follows that 
If AEG, then +dAEe. (15.4.6) 
(More precisely, dA or -dA is the class in X0(G) of a character sheaf.) 
If A E G is cuspidal, then r?A = 0 for all (I $ S); from (15.4.1) it follows 
that 
dA=(-l)‘s’A (A E G, cuspidal). (15.4.7) 
We now prove 
PROPOSITION 15.5. For any character sheaf A of G we have dA = 
(- 1)6 A’, where 6 = codim, supp A, and A’ is a character sheaf with the 
same support as A. 
Proof. By 4.4(a), we can find Zc S and a cuspidal character sheaf A, of 
L = L, such that (A: iSAl) >O. From (15.4.2) and (15.4.7) it follows that 
d(i”,A,)=(-1) I11 if A,. Since if A, is a linear combination with > 0 coef- 
ficients of character sheaves, we deduce that dA = ( - 1)“’ A’, where A’ is a 
character sheaf such that (A’: iSAl) > 0 and hence such that supp A’ = 
supp A = Pct,aj (see (4.3.1)); here .X c L is as in 4.3 and its closure is equal 
to supp A,. It remains to show that codim r(L,z.) = (II (mod 2). By (8.2.2) 
we have 
codim P (,-=) = dim L - dim z = dim(L/%“O,) - dim(C/%‘i). 
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But z/S!““, is a single conjugacy class in L/bO,, hence it has even dimension. 
Hence codim P CL,z) = dim(L/di) - [I( (mod 2). The proposition is proved. 
15.6. We shall now investigate the behavior of the elements Rg 
(see (14.10.3)), with respect to induction, restriction, and the duality 
operation d. We first introduce some notation. Let Z be a subset of S and 
let 9 E 9’(T). We define w$ ,, K9J, K9,‘~ 9L, (w E w9 ,) in terms of 
L,, 9 exactly as WY, Kz, &!’ ;ere dkned in terms of G, 9. Then 
fK&= W,n IV”. For any virtual representation E, of fV”,I, we define 
RAKE XO(L,) @I 0, in terms of L,, 9 just as Rz was defined in terms of 
G, 9. Let ind(E,) or indf(E,) be the virtual representation of IV” obtained 
by inducing E, from ?KY,I to w$. For a virtual representation E of W& 
we denote res(E) or ress(E) the restriction of E to IV”,, (a virtual represen- 
tation of IK9,,). 
For XE W, we denote by “E the virtual representation of K, 
(“9’= (x-l)* S), obtained from E by composing with the isomorphism 
W$ r W:, given by conjugation by X; res(“E) is the restriction of “E to 
w:,,,. We can now state: 
PROPOSITION 15.7. (a) if(Rg’) = Rf&,), for any virtual representation 
El of w$,,. 
(b) rf(Rz) = C,, w 1 W,xW”( -’ R:zGtE,, for any virtual represen- 
tation E of W9. 
(c) (A: r;Rz) = (A: R$‘,), for any virtual representation E of W” 
and any A E (LI)y. 
(d) iS(PHij?51) = pHi+dimG-dimL~ff for any w E W$,, and any integer 
i. 
Proof: (a) From 4.8(a) and 6.5, it follows that 
if 
(i 
c ( - 1 )i PHi(Ks’) 
=(-1) dim G - dim L, ; ( -l)iPHi(K$) E%(G) 
> 
(157.1) 
for any WE FVz,I. Using the definition (14.10.3) we have 
if( Rg’) = 1 WY,,1 - ’ we2 
9.I 
Tr(w-‘, E,) ii (c (- l)itdimLJPHi(K$‘)) 
I 
= 1 W$,,l-’ 1 
WE TV,, 
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and 
Edd(E,, = 1 WY1 PI 1 Tr(w-‘, ind(E,)) c (- l)i+dimG PH’(K$‘) 
W’E u’y I 
=(W,,,(-’ pvcy-’ 1 Tr(zw-‘z-‘, E,) 
w  E WY> 
ZE WY 
;M.-‘Z-‘E w;,, 
x 1 (- l)i+dimG P~(K$‘) 
I 
= 1 wp,,i -I c Tr(u-‘, E,) 2 (- l)‘+dimG Phi. 
UC %,, 1 
(We have used the fact that for WE VP, C, (- 1)’ PH’(Kz)~XO(G) 
depends only on the conjugacy class of w  in IV”; see 6.5.) This proves (a). 
(b) From (14.10.3) and 6.5, we see that, for fixed 2, the following 
four Q,-subspaces of X,(G) @ Q, coincide: 
-the subspace spanned by all x(KT) (see 6.5), where s is any sequence 
($1, 32s..5 s,) in S such that s~s~“‘.s,E W’; 
-the subspace spanned by all x(KT) (see 6.5), where s is as above; 
-the subspace spanned by all x(K$), w  E IV” (see 6.5); 
-the subspace spanned by all Rz (EE t@“). 
From (3.8.2) and 6.9(a) we see that 
r.;( x( Ez )) = 1 ( - 1)’ PH’( res I?:) 
I 
and the last sum has been expressed in (6.7.1) (with u = 1) as a Z-linear 
combination of elements x( KiPJ ), where x are various elements of W and t 
are various sequences in I whose product is W:,,,. (Here KiY,I is defined 
like K,” for LI, “Y instead of G, A?.) 
It follows that rf(Rz) is a orlinear combination of elements 
R>~*‘E XdL,) 0 0, for various x E W and various E’ E &14 ,. Hence in 
order to prove (b) it is enough to show that the two sides of (b) have the 
same inner product ( : ) with any R.Lzx’ (y E W, E’ E I@” ,). We compute 
(rf( Rz): RI;.‘) = (Rz: if( Rzz*‘)), by (153.2) 
= (RF: R;f&), by (a) 
= (RF: Rgd’,,), by 11.2(b) 
= multiplicity of E’ in restriction of E 
to W$,,, by 14.13. 
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The inner product (R:z&: R:?) is zero unless “9 = ZYLZ for some 2 E W, 
(see 11.2(e)), i.e., unless XE W,yW$. If the condition x =zyu, z E W,, 
u E W$ is satisfied, then by 11.2(b) we have R:z& = Rfz&. Hence the inner 
product of the right side of (b) with Ri$,’ is equal to 
By 14.13, this is equal to the multiplicity of YE’ in the restriction of YE to 
w  ~Z,l~ hence to the multiplicity of E’ in the restriction of E to W$,,. This 
proves (b ). 
(c) From (b) and its proof we see that 
(A: rfRz) = c ( W, Wll-’ (A: R:z$,) (see 11.2(c)) 
XE w,Fvp 
= (A: Rz;;) (see 11.2(b)). 
Property (d) follows from (a) and (14.11.1). The proposition is proved. 
COROLLARY 15.8. (a) If w E W$ and no W-conjugate of w is contained 
in W,, then rf(Ci (- l)i PHiK;tP) = 0. 
(b) For any w E W;, , we have 
= ( - 1 )@“) 1 ( - 1 )i PHiK;. 
I 
(c) For any virtual representation E of W$ we have 
d(G’) = R&z> 
where E denotes the representation w + ( - l)/““’ of W”. 
Proof: (a) From (14.10.3) we get 
C(-i)ip~i~:=(-i)~~mG 1 Tr(w,E)Rz. 
I EB t@,, 
We now apply 15.7(b): 
rf 
(i 
c (- l)i PHiKz 
> 
= (- l)dimG c Tr(w, E) rf(Rg) 
=(-l)dimG i c 1 W,xW”(-‘Tr(w, E) R:z& 
E x 
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=(-1) dimG+dimLz C 1 1 (wxy, 11-l 
E .xEEyI.ECt;y,, 
x 1 W,xW,I -’ Tr(w, E) Tr(y-‘, “E) 
x c ( - 1 )j PH’( K:“.‘). 
To show that this is zero, it is enough to show that 
c Tr(w, E)Tr(y-‘, “E)=O 
EE &VP 
for any y E W, and any x E W. But this is equivalent to 
1 Tr(w, E) Tr(xy-‘x-l, E) = 0, 
EE CtY 
which follows from the fact that w, xyx- ’ are not conjugate in W” (they 
are not conjugate even in W). 
(b) If w  is as in (a), the desired formula follows from (a), the 
definition of d, and the well-known congruence l(w) E ISI (mod 2) (see, for 
example, [6, p. 1931). 
Assume now that xwx-’ E W, for some x E W and some I $ S. To prove 
our formula, we may assume by 11.2(b) that w  E W,. In this case, using 
(15.7.1) and (15.4.2) we are reduced to the case where G is replaced by L,, 
for which our formula may be assumed to be already known. 
Property (c) clearly follows from (b). The corollary is proved. 
COROLLARY 15.9. v A E G,, then *dA E G,. 
ProoJ Let E E I?‘9 be such that (A: Rz) #O (see 14.12). Then 
(dA: dl$‘) # 0 hence (dA: R&e ) #O (see 15.8(c)). It follows that 
+_dAEG,. 
COROLLARY 15.10. 
for all wE VT, A EG,. (Identity in Q,[u”*, up”*]; C, is as in (12.9.2).) 
Proof. Using (14.11.1) and (15.4.5) we see that the left-hand side of 
(15.10.1) is equal to 
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1 (- l)dimG U(l/*)(dimC+‘(w))(dA: g’) T~(,--& ,qu)) 
E 
=I (- l)dimG U(l/*KdimG+~(w))(A: gibe) T~(c,, qu)) 
;y (15.4.5) and 15.8(c)) 
= 1 (- l)di”G u(~/*)(~~~~+‘(“‘))(A: Rc) Tr(C:,, (E@&)(U)) 
E 
and it remains to use the identity 
WC’,, (E@E)(u)) = (- 1)““) Tr(C,,, E(u)), 
which follows from (12.9.7). (Compare with [6, 6.91.) 
15.11. Let A be a character sheaf of G. Then A is a component of 
PH’(Kz) for some integer i, some P’ E P’(T), and some w  E FVP. We define 
EA = (_ l)i+dimG (15.11.1) 
(cf. 13.10(a)) and 
tA = ( _ 1 )codimwwA. (15.11.2) 
It is clear that EIA is an invariant of A. We now show that E, is also an 
invariant of A. It is enough to show that 
(A: PH’K$) # 0, (A:PH”R$‘)#O=t-izi’ (mod2). (15.11.3) 
By 11.2(c), we have dp’= (x-l)* 2 for some XE W. 
Writing x as a product of simple reflections and using 14.15 repeatedly, 
we see that (A: PH”K$‘) # 0 * (A: pHi”K$) # 0 for some i”, w” E W” such 
that i” = i’ (mod 2). 
Thus, to prove (15.11.3), we may assume that P’= $P. In that case, we 
have i= i’ (mod 2) by 13.10(a). Thus, (15.11.3) is proved. 
15.12. The invariants sA, E*A are conserved by induction, in the 
following sense. Let A, be a character sheaf of L, (see 5.3) and let A be any 
irreducible component of indF,( A, ). Then 
E A,=&Av E*A, =tA. (15.12.1) 
The formula Ed, =E~ follows from 15.7(d); the formula EIA, = E*A follows 
from (4.3.1) and (8.2.2). 
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15.13. We say that (G, 9) satisfies the parity condition if 
&A=E*A (1513.1) 
for all A E I?,. If this condition is satisfied, then 
(-1) i+dim’G) (A: dPHiR$‘) is an integer 20 for all 
A&& all w  E IV”, and all i. (1513.2) 
Indeed, the expression (15.13.2) is 
t-11 
i+dimG(&: pHiR?$‘). 
If this is non-zero, then it is equal to 
&,,(dA: PHiK;) = Z,r(dA: PHiRff) 
=(A’:PH’Kf’)>O, 
where A’ E GY is defined by dA = kA A’ (see 15.5); we have El,+, = tA., again 
by 15.5. 
16. THE TWO-SIDED CELL ATTACHED TO A CHARACTER SHEAF 
16.1. In this chapter we shall fix Y E Y(T). We shall define a par- 
tition of IV” into “two-sided cells” and we shall define (under certain 
assumptions) a map of G, into the set of two-sided cells of IV’. 
16.2. The group W, is a Coxeter group. 
We refer to [6, p. 1391 for the definition of the relations E, 6 LR x, 
E, - LR-x, E, <LRX (Ed+“,, XE W,) and to [6, p. 1603 for the 
definition of the relation E, - LR E; (E, , E; E RY). We refer to [6, p. 761 
for the definition of the invariants uE,, AE,, fE, of E, E WY, in terms of the 
formal dimension polynomial D,,(U). 
We shall extend these definitions to WY = Sz,. W, which in general is 
not a Coxeter group. 
IfEE@“andxEW’wesaythatE<..x(resp.E-..x,E<..x)if 
there exists an irreducible W,-submodule E, of the restriction E 1 W, and 
an element 2.~ W, nQ,x.Q, such that El G LR E (resp. E, - LR 2, 
E, < LR 2). 
If E, E’ E I@” we say that E - LR E’ if there exist irreducible 
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W,-submodules E, c E ( W,, E; c E’ 1 W, such that E, N LR E;. If 
E2 E @“‘, we define uE = uE,, A, = A,, , where E, is any irreducible W,- 
submodule of E( W,. For any E E F?” any h E HI, and any integer i, we 
define Tr(h, E(u); i/2) E al by 
Tr(h, E(u)) = c Tr(h, E(u); i/2) uv2 
(see (12.9.3)). 
For any x E W” and any Ecz @” we define 
c x,E= (- I)““) Tr(u- nx)‘2Tx, E(u); -a,/2) 
= ( - 1 )‘(I) Tr( C,, E(u); -a,/2) (16.2.1) 
(compare [6, (5.1.21), (5.2.1)]). 
c:,,= Tr(u-7’““2Tx, E(u); (v - A,)/2) 
= Tr(Cx, E(u); (v - A.)/2) (16.2.2) 
(compare [6, (5.1.23), (5.11.1)]); v is the number of reflections in W,. 
From (12.9.3) it follows that c,,~, cI,,~ are integers times roots of 1. From 
(12.9.5) it follows that 
c,- I>E = c,,E*, 
From (12.9.7) it follows that 
(16.2.3) 
&,E= C~.E@~ (16.2.4) 
where E: WY + f 1 is as in (12.9.7). 
By considering the coefficient of U- (aE+aE’)‘2 in the two sides of (12.9.6) 
we obtain 
1 c,,,$,-I,E = {b”-’ fE’ dim E1’ tthetziE (16.2.5) 
XE WC2 9 7 
where El is an irreducible W,-submodule of E ) W,. 
If c,,~ # 0 then E - LR x 
(compare [6, 5.2(ii)]). 
(16.2.6) 
We now define, for any x E W’, 
‘G=&E~ J?I=C GEE (16.2.7) 
E 
(both sums are taken over all EE I&,). These are elements of 
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a( IV”) @ or, where &?( IV”) is the Grothendieck group of virtual represen- 
tations of IVY. 
From (16.2.4) it follows that 
dr=a.@&. 
From (16.2.5) it follows that 




where E, is an irreducible IV,-submodule of E 1 W,. 
16.3. The two-sided cells of the Coxeter group W, are defined as 
in [ 121. A subset of IV” is said to be a two-sided cell if it is of form 
Q,c,Q, for some two-sided ceil cr of W,. The two-sided cells form a 
partition of IV”. They are in l-l correspondence with the Q2,-orbits on 
the set of two-sided cells of W, (Sz, acts on that set by conjugation). Each 
two-sided cell of IV” is stable under the map x -+ x- ’ (see [6, 5.2(iii)]). If 
c is a two-sided cell of IV” then ~1~. c = c * us0 is again a two-sided cell of 
WY, where wO is the longest element of the Coxeter group W,. 
If EE I@” and x E IlJ” then the following two con- 
ditions are equivalent: E - LR x, EC3 E - LR wO x. (16.3.1) 
(Compare [6, 5.14(ii)].) 
We now prove the following result. 
LEMMA 16.4. Let c be a two-sided cell of W”. The following three 
a,,-subspaces of .%?( WY) @ Q, coincide: 
(a) the subspace spanned by ail E (Ef plip) such that E - LR .Y for 
some x E c; 
(b) the subspace spanned by all c(,(x E c); 
(c) the subspace spanned by all J&,, (x E c). 
Proof The subspace (b) is contained in the subspace (a) by (16.2.6). 
The subspace (a) is contained in the subspace (b) by (16.2.9) and by the 
invariance of c under x + x ~ I. By (16.28) the subspace (c) coincides with 
the subspace spanned by all CL,@& (XE woe), hence (by the first part of the 
argument) with the subspace spanned by all E@ E (E E I$“‘), such that 
E-u x for some x E wOc. By (16.3.1) this also coincides with the subspace 
(a). 
16.5. We refer to [ 15, Sect. 23 for the definition of the function 
a: W,+N. 
607,57’S8 
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It has the following property: if El E pY, x E W, satisfy El - LR x then 
aE, =a(~). (See [15, 6.41 and [6, 5.271.) 
We extend this to a function a: IV” + N by setting a(x. y) = a(y) 
(xEQ~, YE W,). Note that we also have a(y.x)=a(y) (xEQ~, 
YE W,). Then a is constant on the two-sided cells of WY. 
If EE lk9, x E II?;, satisfy E - LR x then uE = u(x). (16.5.1) 
This follows from the corresponding property of W,. 
We can now state the following result. 
THEOREM 16.6. Assume that G is clean and that (G, 2) satisfies the 
purity condition ( 15.13 ). 
(a) Let WE W&. The elements R$ and (- l)‘(w)-a(w)R~c of 
X0 (G) @a, (see (14.10.3), (16.2.7)) have the property 
(A: RE) is an integer20 
(A: (-1) ‘(n”-a(w)R~r) is an integer 2 0 
for any A E G. 
(b) Let AEC?~ and let E, E’ E I@” be such that (A: Rz) # 0, 
(A: Rz) # 0. Then E z E’. 
COROLLARY 16.7. There is a unique (surjectiue) map G, + {two-sided 
cells of W”} with the following property: If A E G, is mapped to the two- 
sided cell c, and if (A: R?$,) # 0 (E E I@“), then E z x for some x E c. 
16.8. For the proof of Theorem 16.6 we shall need the following 
result. 
Let V be a orvector space with a given basis {e,>, GiGn, and with a 
bilinear form ( , ): I/x V + 0, such that (pi, pi) = ~5,~ for all i, j. Given o E V 
we shall say that u satisfies (P) if all coordinates of v in the {ei}-basis are 
integers 20. Let I be a finite set with a preorder relation x d y and let - 
be the associated equivalence relation on I; we write x < y for “x d y and 
x & y.” Assume given two families of elements r, E V, F, E V (xe I) such 
that 
(a) (r,, r,,) =0 whenever x + x’. 
(b) When x runs through a fixed equivalence class for -, the rx span 
the same subspace of V as the FX. 
(c) For any x E 1, there exists a linear combination rx + xx, Cx d,,,,r,, 
(d,,,, E CIe,), which satisfies (P). 
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(d) For any x E Z, there exists a linear combination P, + C,<,. d,.,,?,. 
(d,.,, E Qe,), which satisfies (P). 
The assumptions imply that for any x E Z, both T.~ and 7, satisfy (P). 
This is proved by repeating, essentially word for word, the proof in 
[6, 6.161. 
16.9. Proofof Theorem 16.6 (compare with [6,6.17]). In 16.8 we shall 
take Y to be the Q,-subspace of X0(G) @ 0, spanned by all A E G,. These 
A define the basis of I/ which was denoted {rif in 16.8. The form ( , ) is ( : ) 
of (14.10.4). We take Z in 16.8 to be the set IV” with the preorder relation: 
“x d x’ if there exists EE I&Y, such that E - LR x, E d LR x’.” (The 
corresponding equivalence classes are just the two-sided cells of IV”.) For 
XE wy, we take r, = Rz E V, 7, E (- l)“~or’~U(k.O”) Rz 
the longest element in W,. 
W’ E V, where u10 is 
We must verify that the elements r,, F,E V satisfy conditions (a)-(d) in 
16.8. Conditions (a), (b) in 16.8 follow from 16.4 and 14.13. 
If AEey and XE WY, we have 
(- 1)“” & Tr(C,, E(u); -a(x)/2)(A: R$) 
EE w, 
=(-l)“~ri-or-r)(A:d(pHdimG+“~)-U~~’(~Q))), by(15.10.1). (16.9.1) 
The part of the sum (16.9.1) corresponding to those E for which E - LR x is 
equal to 
(-])‘I” c Tr(C.,, E(u); -a,/2)(A: Rz) 
E I5 -IA 
= 1 c-&A: R$‘) = (A: Rz) 
(cf. (16.5.1) and (16.2.6)). The part of the sum (16.9.1) corresponding to 
those E for which E SLR x is zero. (See the proof of [6, 5.21.) The part of 
the sum (16.9.1) corresponding to those E for which E cLR x is a o,-linear 
combination of terms (A: Rzy.), for x’ in two-sided cells strictly lower than 
that of x (by 16.4). Hence (16.9.1) can be written as 
(A: Ray) + 1 d,,,,(A: KY,) 
= (_ lpbu(-~) (A: d(pHdlmG+((.~)--u(.~J(~~))) 
= integer 2 0 by (15.13.2), (16.9.2) 
(d,:, E Q,), where X’ runs over elements in two-sided cells strictly lower 
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than that of x. Hence the condition (c) in 16.8 is verified. Replacing x by 
wOx in (16.9.2) and using the identity 
which follows from (16.2.8) and 158(c) we get 
(A: (-1) I- a(wOx) R, wx 
) 
t-Cd w(Ixf. .,o.Y( - 1) 
/(W’(p) ~ a(mp) + /(Wi.Y’l - a( WAX’) 
x(A: (-1) /(W’O”) ~U(W&X’) Ry +J 
= (A: p~dimG+l(wo-~)--u(wo.~)(~~~~)) 
= integer > 0. (16.9.3) 
(Here wOx’ runs over elements in two-sided cells strictly lower than that of 
w,x; or equivalently, x’ runs over elements in two-sided cells strictly higher 
than that of x.) Hence the condition (d) in 16.8 is verified. 
From 16.8 it now follows that part (a) of Theorem 16.6 holds. We now 
prove (b). With the assumption of (b), we see from 16.4 that there exist 
x,x’~W~suchthatE-~.x,E’-,,x’,(A:R~)#O,(A:R~.)#O.By(a), 
the last two inner products are 20 hence they are >O. It follows that 
(Rz: R;,) > 0. (16.9.4) 
(By (a), it is a sum of 20 terms, one of which is >O.) Using 16.4, we can 
write 
(dE”, 4E”’ E a,), and (16.9.4) implies 
Using now 14.13, we see that there exists E” E @” such that E” - LR x and 
E” NLR x’. It follows that x,x’ are in the same two-sided cell of W$, so 
that E N LR E’. The theorem is proved. 
16.10. COROLLARY (of the proof). (a) For any x E W’, the element 
Rgx E X0(G) is the class of a semisimple perverse sheaf on G which is a direct 
summand of ( - 1 )‘(z)Py(s) d( pHdimG + ‘(x)-u(x)(~~)) (which is itself realizable 
as a semisimple perverse sheaf on G, by (1513.2)). 
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(b) For any XE W’, the element ( - 1 )‘(-y)-a(s) R~,T E X0(G) is the 
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